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A timeline of technology 
And progress during the 
industriAl revolution

1700 onwards 
Improvements in 

agricultural 
technology 

contribute to the 
agricultural 
revolution.

1707
The first turnpike 
trusts are 
established.

1757
The Sankey Canal is 
opened.

1813
The first working steam 
locomotive, known as 
Puffing Billy, is built.

1830
Stephenson’s Rocket 
hauls the first train on 
the Manchester to 
Liverpool railway line.

1876
Alexander Graham Bell 

patents the first 
telephone.

1694
The Bank of England is 
established.

1709
Abraham Darby 
develops a blast furnace 
capable of producing 
high-quality iron.

1712
Thomas Newcomen 

develops the 
‘atmospheric 

engine’, the first 
practical steam 

engine.

1730s–1780s
The invention of new 

and larger spinning 
and weaving 

machines shifts 
textile industry into 

factories.

1761
The Bridgewater Canal is opened.

1825
The first English 

public steam railway 
(from Stockton to 

Darlington) is opened.

1763
Victory in the Seven Years’ War 
gives Britain increased trade 
access to colonies in India and 
North America.

1769
James Watt invents a steam 
engine capable of providing 
continuous power.

1783
Henry Cort’s ‘puddling’ 
process further improves 
the quality of iron 
products.

1842
Samuel Morse develops 
the single wire 
telegraph.

1785
The Boulton and 

Watt steam engine 
is first used in a 
textiles factory.

1801
The first official 

population census 
is held in Britain.

1830s
Railway building 

begins in France and 
Germany.

1851
The Great Exhibition is 

held in London.
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The Industrial 
Revolution (1750–1914): 
Technology and progress

the mAking of the modern world
IndusTrIal revoluTIon (1750–1914)

1.1 overview
1.1.1 links with our times

since the late 1990s the development of smartphone 
technology, touch screens, and the ability to capture 
and transmit images has revolutionised the way we 
communicate with one another.

What is a revolution? What do we mean by the 
Industrial revolution? Most historians think of a revolution 
as a time of very rapid change. Historical change usually 
takes place through a series of small steps that can be 
easily understood by people living through the time. every 
now and then change speeds up and, within a generation 
or less, old ways of doing things disappear. 

The Crystal Palace in london (figure right) was 
designed to show off British industrial achievements 
during the Great exhibition, 1851. To the people of the late 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the changes that 
took place in manufacturing, transport, agriculture, trade 
and living conditions were every bit as revolutionary as 
the technological changes that are happening today.

big questions
1 Why did the agricultural revolution, wealthy middle class, 

cheap labour, transport system, and expanding empire 
cause the Industrial Revolution in Britain?

2 How important was the British Empire, and the raw materials 
it provided, in influencing the growth of industrialisation?

3 What were the major changes in technology in the Industrial 
Revolution which led to the growth of factories and cities?

4 What innovations did Britain develop that later spread to 
other parts of the world, such as Europe, USA and Japan?

5 What was the role of the Industrial Revolution in creating a 
growing need for labour and transportation?

stArter questions
1 What do you think are the main differences between 

industrial and agricultural societies?
2 From what you know of different countries around the 

world, list those you would consider to be industrialised and 
those you would consider to be primarily agricultural.

3 Aside from communications, what other examples of rapid 
change can we see in the world today?

The Industrial Revolution (1750–1914): Technology and progress
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4 Jacaranda History alive 9 victorian Curriculum

1.2 examining the evidence 

1.2.1 How do we know about the Industrial Revolution?
In this topic we will look at the great technological changes that took place in Britain 
during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. These changes completely reshaped the way 
in which food, clothing and other necessities were produced. New materials and sources 
of power, along with new forms of transport, transformed a society that had not changed 
dramatically since the Middle Ages. This transformation is the source of many of the features 
of our way of life today. Britain provided an inspiration for the other countries of Europe 
and North America, which soon experienced industrial revolutions of their own. In more 
recent times, countries such as China and India are making their own transitions to modern 
industrialised nations.

Why industrial ‘revolution’?
The term Industrial Revolution was first popularised by the English historian Arnold Toynbee in 
the late 1870s and early 1880s. Historians such as Toynbee looked at the society in which they 
lived and compared it with what they knew of English society a little over a hundred years earlier. 
To these observers the nature and speed of the changes they documented were ‘revolutionary’ 
because they brought about radical changes in the way many people lived. 

Primary sources
How do we know about the changes that occurred during the period in history known as the 
Industrial Revolution? We have a number of sources available to us, including the following.

Inventions and patents
Early in the eighteenth century, farming in Britain was carried out largely as it had been for 
hundreds of years. The processing and manufacture of goods took place on a small scale in 
local villages and small towns. By the middle of the nineteenth century, new methods of 
crop management, animal husbandry and new inventions had completely transformed the 
agricultural landscape. Clothing and other goods were no longer made by hand in homes or 
small workshops but in factories using large machines. We know about these changes because 
the creators of new inventions took out patents on their inventions. Patents could be issued only 
when the inventor submitted a full written description of their invention, and many of these 
descriptions survive today. By the mid-nineteenth century, steam was driving machinery of all 
types. We can trace the development of steam power by examining the models of early steam 
engines that still exist, and the diagrams and descriptions submitted by their inventors when 
applying for patents.

Contemporary writers
Many of the creators of new farming methods wrote books and pamphlets publicising their 
methods. Other writers of the time wrote first-hand accounts of the improvements in agriculture 
they had observed. By the mid-nineteenth century, writers were also commenting on working 
conditions in newly built factories and life in the rapidly growing cities. Clearly, some very 
dramatic changes had occurred within people’s lifetimes, and writers of the time were keen to 
document these changes.

Census figures
When the first complete population census of England and Wales was taken in 1801, the 
population was measured at 8.8 million. By 1881 the population had virtually tripled to 
25.9 million. Never before in history had population growth on this scale been recorded 
over such a relatively short period of time. These same census figures show a change from a 
predominantly rural population, engaged mainly in farming, to an urban population, engaged 
mainly in employment in manufacturing.

To access videos, 
interactivities, discussion 
widgets, image galleries, 
weblinks and more, go to 
www.jacplus.com.au

animal husbandry  
breeding and caring 
for livestock, usually in 
a farm environment

patent a legally 
enforceable right 
to make or sell an 
invention, usually 
granted by government, 
to protect an inventor’s 
idea from being copied

rural population  
people living in the 
countryside, rather 
than in towns or cities

urban population  
people living in cities 
or large towns
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topic 1 The Industrial revolution (1750–1914): Technology and progress 5

Paintings and drawings
In the eighteenth century, British artists 
were famous for producing paintings 
of country landscapes. By the early 
nineteenth century, artists began to record 
scenes of the new industrial towns that 
accompanied the Industrial Revolution. 
These often contrasted dramatically with 
the peaceful calm of the country scenes, 
showing billowing smoke from factory 
chimneys and the busy activity of the 
industrial town. Changes in transport, 
such as the development of railways, also 
attracted the attention of artists. Many 
paintings and drawings were produced to 
celebrate these new developments.

source 2 a drawing of the opening of the first British railway line in 1825

1.2 putting it All together

using historicAl sources As evidence

1 explain why the registration of patents provides us with 
useful information about the period of the Industrial 
revolution.

2 examine source 1. What evidence is there in this picture 
of the types of changes brought about by the Industrial 
revolution?

3 explain what evidence you can see in source 2 that a 
completely new form of transport was being celebrated.

4 What impression of the new industrial towns do you 
believe the artist of source 1 was trying to create for 
viewers of this work?

identifying continuity And chAnge

5 What sort of significant changes are evident in population 
census figures for nineteenth-century Britain?

6 How can the work of writers and artists inform us of the 
types of changes occurring during the Industrial revolution?

7 using examples from the information provided above, 
explain why late nineteenth-century historians believed 
the changes of the previous hundred years were a major 
‘revolution’.

source 1 Contemporary artists depicted the growth of factory production, 
located in large towns.
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6 Jacaranda History alive 9 victorian Curriculum

1.3 Causes of the 
Industrial revolution
1.3.1 The importance of cause and effect in history
The Industrial Revolution was arguably the most important period of change in modern history. 
It marked the beginning of the technological revolution that continues to affect our lives. Before 
the Industrial Revolution, people produced things they needed in ways that had not changed in 
centuries. The Industrial Revolution saw new ideas being applied to producing goods. It began in 
Britain in the mid-eighteenth century. By the mid-nineteenth century it had effected enormous 
changes in the ways people worked and lived, and these changes had begun to spread around the 
world. Why did it happen when it did? And why did it begin in Britain?

One of the reasons to study history is to identify cause and effect. If we understand the factors 
that caused something bad to occur in the past, we may be better able as a society to avoid it 
happening again. If we can recognise the causes of something beneficial, we may be able to 
repeat it in a different location, or different time. The process of industrialisation has raised the 
standard of living of the vast majority of people living in those countries that have experienced 
industrialisation. It is currently raising the standard of living in countries such as China and 
India. Nevertheless, many countries in the world have not experienced industrialisation, and 
their inhabitants live in relative poverty. If the citizens and governments of those countries can 
recognise the factors that have contributed to industrialisation, they may be able to encourage the 
process and raise their own standard of living.

source 1 Farmers in developing countries still use methods that have been used for centuries, while 
industrialised countries have long since mechanised agriculture.

1.3.1 Activities

check your understAnding

1 How can an understanding of the causes 
of a historical event be of benefit to future 
generations?

2 outline one reason why the process of 
industrialisation might improve the standard 
of living of a country.

using historicAl sources As evidence

3 examine source 1. explain how you think 
the farming techniques shown here could be 
made more efficient by the use of mechanical 
equipment.

industrialisation the 
process by which a 
country transforms 
itself from mainly 
agricultural production 
to the manufacturing 
of goods in factories 
and similar premises

standard of living  
how well off a country 
or community is, 
often measured by 
the level of wealth per 
head of population
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topic 1 The Industrial revolution (1750–1914): Technology and progress 7

1.3.2 Underlying causes and immediate causes
When we plant a seed in the garden, we expect a plant to grow from that seed. The immediate 
cause of the plant growing is the placing of the seed in the soil. However, if the soil is of poor 
quality, has low levels of nutrients, and the seed is never watered, the plant may not grow. 
Good-quality fertile soil is an underlying cause of plant growth. When we look to the causes of 
the Industrial Revolution, we can examine them in a similar manner. The following are often 
identified as causes of the Industrial Revolution that began in Britain in the mid-eighteenth 
century. Some can be considered as underlying causes or long-term trends — the fertile soil in 
which industrialisation flourished. Some can be considered immediate causes — the short-term 
triggers that led directly to the changes we identify as the Industrial Revolution.

Technology
The Industrial Revolution first took off as a result of two developments in technology. The first 
was the invention of a number of new machines designed to process raw cotton into cloth. These 
machines were too large to be located in an average house or cottage, and so factories were built 
to accommodate them. The second development was the invention of steam engines capable 
of powering these cotton-processing machines. The use of steam power allowed factories to 
become larger and produce huge quantities of cotton cloth. The textile industry set the pattern 
for other industries, and large-scale factory production 
soon became the norm across a range of different 
manufacturing activities.

Agricultural revolution
Prior to the eighteenth century, most of the population 
of Europe was engaged in food production. In Britain, 
two broad changes were occurring by the middle of the 
eighteenth century.
• New methods of farming were gaining popularity, 

improving the quantity and quality of food and the 
output of fibres such as wool for clothing.

• Changes in land ownership had been underway for 
over 100 years. Common land that had been shared 
by villagers was enclosed by wealthy landowners, 
creating larger farms on which the new farming 
methods could be applied.
These changes contributed to an increase in 

population, but did not require the extra people to work 
on farms. They would eventually become the factory 
workers of the Industrial Revolution.

Access to raw materials
Driving steam engines depended heavily on good-
quality coal to provide strong reliable heat. Britain 
had large deposits of coal, most of which was readily 
accessible, and so mining developed alongside the 
growth in factory production. As you can see from 
source 2, the location of coalfields strongly influenced 
the location of industry during the period of the 
Industrial Revolution. Britain also had plentiful deposits 
of iron ore, which could be processed into steel, and 
used for building factory machinery and other useful 
equipment.

Wealthy middle class
In medieval Europe and Britain, the vast majority of the 
population consisted of lower-class peasants who worked 
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8 Jacaranda History alive 9 victorian Curriculum

the land owned by the upper-class aristocracy. The middle class were the specialised craftsmen 
and merchants who usually lived in the towns. The middle class usually relied on trade and 
commerce, and were a small minority throughout the Middle Ages. As Britain grew to become 
a major trading nation, many members of the middle class became very wealthy, and had spare 
money to invest in business ventures. It was this investment that funded the growth of factories 
during the Industrial Revolution.

Transport
Britain is a relatively compact nation geographically, with easy access to the sea through large 
ports. The transportation of raw materials to factories and of finished products to customers, 
both local and overseas, was relatively simple. River transport was very efficient, and canals could 
be built to connect many of these rivers. The development of steam as a means of locomotion 
eventually transformed transport networks across Britain, and later the world.

Expanding empire
Since the great age of exploration in the sixteenth century, European ships and merchants had 
sailed to all parts of the world, and had discovered a wide variety of new products that could be 
imported into Europe. The Spanish and Portuguese had conquered most of South America and 
the Dutch had colonised the islands that now make up Indonesia. The British had established 
colonies in North America, the Caribbean, the Indian subcontinent and West Africa. The 
British were quick to realise the possibilities of importing raw materials from their colonies, 
and transforming them into finished products to sell to the increasing population. Improving 
the methods of producing finished cotton products to meet this growing market became very 
important in the latter half of the eighteenth century.

1.3.2 Activities

check your understAnding

1 Identify the two key technological advances 
that allowed industrialisation to take off in 
Britain in the latter part of the eighteenth 
century.

2 What was the impact of changes in 
agriculture during the eighteenth century in 
Britain?

3 describe why the existence of a wealthy 
middle class was important to the 
development of the Industrial revolution.

4 explain why an efficient transport system 
was useful in the process of industrialisation.

5 What contribution did an expanding empire 
make to the Industrial revolution in Britain?

using historicAl sources As evidence

6 using source 2, identify the main sites of 
economic activity and population growth 
during the Industrial revolution.

7 What does source 2 tell us about the 
importance of access to raw materials and 
transport during this period?

1.3 putting it All together

AnAlysing cAuse And effect

1 of the causes identified above, which do 
you believe to be underlying causes of the 
Industrial revolution, and which do you think 
were immediate causes? Give reasons for 
your answers.

determining historicAl significAnce

2 Why could the Industrial revolution be 
described as the most important period of 
change in modern history?

3 explain how developing countries could 
benefit from the example of the Industrial 
revolution in Britain.

1.4 The agricultural revolution
1.4.1 Traditional open-field farming
At the time of the Industrial Revolution major changes in farming practices were already occurring 
throughout Britain. These changes completely revolutionised agriculture. Increases in farm 
production provided food for the growing population, particularly the expanding urban workforce.

To access videos, 
interactivities, discussion 
widgets, image galleries, 
weblinks and more, go to 
www.jacplus.com.au
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topic 1 The Industrial revolution (1750–1914): Technology and progress 9

The traditional open-field village was based on subsistence farming, producing only enough 
food for its inhabitants, who were peasants or tenants of the landowner. It usually involved 
the rotation of different activities across three large fields. One field would carry a crop of 
wheat or rye, and one a crop of barley, while one would be allowed to lie fallow. Each year the 
crops would be rotated, so each field would lie fallow for one year in every three. Each village 
household was allotted a number of strips in each field. These would usually be spread out so that 
everyone had equal access to the best land. There was also an open area of common land where 
everyone had the right to graze livestock and collect firewood. Grazing also took place in the 
fallow field, helping to fertilise it, making it ready for planting the following year.

source 1 Three-field rotation meant that one-third of the land would lie idle each year.

 A

 b

 c

 A  Wheat or rye

 b  Barley

 c  Fallow

Disadvantages of the open-field system
The open-field system had worked well for centuries, and in 1750 about half of all farming in 
England still relied on this approach. But the system had a number of disadvantages. 
• It was very inefficient because:

 — one-third of the land was left unplanted each year
 — pathways separating the strips of land were not used for crops 
 — time was wasted when each farmer had to look after a number of strips scattered across the 

different fields.
• Weeds and animal diseases could spread easily when everyone was sharing so much of the 

available land.
• There was very little opportunity to try new crops or new methods, because everyone had to 

grow the same crops and work together.

1.4.1 Activities

check your understAnding

1 explain how the traditional three-field rotation system worked.
2 What were the major disadvantages of the three-field rotation system?

using historicAl sources As evidence

3 In source 1, identify the areas that would have been common land.
4 What use was made of fallow land? explain why this would have improved the land for crops for 

the next two years.

subsistence farming  
farming that provides 
only enough to satisfy 
the basic needs of the 
farmer or community

fallow land left 
unplanted

To access videos, 
interactivities, discussion 
widgets, image galleries, 
weblinks and more, go to 
www.jacplus.com.au
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10 Jacaranda History alive 9 victorian Curriculum

1.4.2 Enclosure
The agricultural revolution involved three main developments:
• enclosure of the open fields
• the adoption of new techniques of farming
• the change to a more business-oriented approach to farming.

Enclosure involved the consolidation of open fields into single farms, owned by one farmer, 
and separated from neighbouring farms by hedges or low stone walls. This process had begun as 
early as the sixteenth century, when some wealthy landowners began to enclose their land, voiding 
the rights of peasant farmers to pursue their traditional strip farming. If the newly enclosed farm 
was large enough, it could be subdivided and smaller farms leased out to these same peasants. The 
peasants were forced either to become paid employees on the enclosed farm or to seek work in 
nearby towns. Enclosure gave the farmer/landowner greater control over the total area of the farm; 
less productive land was wasted, and animals were kept separate from neighbours’ livestock.

source 2 stone walls were often used to enclose farms during the eighteenth century.

1.4.2 Activities

check your understAnding

1 What is meant by ‘enclosure’ in relation to farming lands?
2 What impact did the enclosure of farms have on the peasants and tenant farmers who had 

previously worked the land?

using historicAl sources As evidence

3 examine source 2. explain why enclosure made the continuation of communal strip farming 
impossible.

4 How could enclosure allow a farmer to maintain good health and breeding within his livestock?

1.4.3 Adoption of new techniques of farming
Increased control over their farms and stock allowed farmers to adopt new, more efficient 
methods of farming. These included the following.

Jethro Tull’s seed drill
Traditionally seed was scattered by hand into ploughed furrows. This often meant a lot of 
wastage as the wind could blow much of the seed away or birds could eat it. In 1700, agricultural 
inventor Jethro Tull developed a horse-drawn seed drill that could plant three rows of seed at a 
time (source 3). A hole would be drilled for seeds to be dropped in, the hole covered and the 
drill moved forward to the next planting position. It is estimated that this invention produced a 
five times bigger crop for the same area of land than had been achieved using the old methods.

enclosure  
consolidation of open 
fields and common 
land into single farms 
owned by one farmer, 
and fenced off from 
neighbouring farms
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topic 1 The Industrial revolution (1750–1914): Technology and progress 11

source 3 Jethro Tull’s seed drill, as seen in this nineteenth-century illustration, revolutionised the 
planting of crops in england.

The Rotherham plough
In 1730 Joseph Foljambe patented the Rotherham triangular plough. This plough had an iron 
blade and was lighter and easier to handle than the rectangular wooden ploughs that had been 
used previously. Instead of being drawn by a team of four oxen, and requiring both a ploughman 
and an ox driver, the Rotherham plough could be drawn by two horses and handled by one 
person. The Rotherham plough proved to be quicker and more efficient, and significantly 
reduced costs for farmers.

source 4 Traditional ploughing required a team of four 
or more oxen, an ox driver and a ploughman to operate the 
heavy rectangular wooden plough as shown in this artwork 
based on fourteenth-century illustrations.

source 5 The rotherham plough, developed in 1730, could 
be operated by one ploughman and two horses as shown in 
this artwork.
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12 Jacaranda History alive 9 victorian Curriculum

Changes in crop rotation 
methods
As the open fields were enclosed, 
new systems of crop rotation were 
introduced. The most successful 
of these was the four-crop rotation 
system introduced on his own 
estates by Lord Charles Townshend, 
or ‘Turnip’ Townshend as he became 
known. His farm was divided into 
four fields, with wheat in the first, 
turnips in the second, barley in the 
third, and clover in the fourth. Each 
year the crops would be rotated 
by one field, so that in the second 
year, the first field would contain 
clover, the second wheat, the third 
turnips and the fourth barley. This 
rotation continued over a four-year 
cycle. The planting of clover and 
turnips following the crops of 
wheat and barley helped replace 
nutrients in the soil, and therefore 
helped produce better crops the 
following year. The clover was used 
as a nutritious summer food for 
livestock, while turnips could be fed 
to animals in winter. This meant 
that livestock no longer needed to 
be slaughtered before each winter, as 
had traditionally been the case.

Improved stock breeding 
methods
Farmers such as Robert Bakewell 
began selective breeding of sheep 
and cattle. Only the largest and 

To access videos, 
interactivities, discussion 
widgets, image galleries, 
weblinks and more, go to 
www.jacplus.com.au

source 7 new leicester sheep were bred by robert Bakewell. Can you see why they were successful 
for both wool and meat production?

YEAR 1

Use of �eld

YEAR 2

Use of �eld

Wheat Turnips
(root crops allowed hoeing

between rows)

Product of �eldProduct of �eld

Bread Turnips —
winter fodder for animals

YEAR 4

Use of �eld

Clover roots enrich soils

Animals grazing manure
the soil

Milk/meat/wool

Clover as pasture for animals

Product of �eld

YEAR 3

Use of �eld

Barley

Beer/�our/animal fodder

Product of �eld

source 6 Four-crop rotation in one field
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topic 1 The Industrial revolution (1750–1914): Technology and progress 13

strongest animals were mated, and this produced offspring with the best characteristics. Bakewell 
also cross-bred different types of sheep to produce the best breeds for both wool and meat 
production. His New Leicester breed, introduced in 1755, proved to be a great success.

1.4.3 Activities

check your understAnding

1 outline the contribution of each of the 
following people to the improvements in 
agriculture in england in the eighteenth 
century:
a Jethro Tull
b Joseph Foljambe
c ‘Turnip’ Townshend
d robert Bakewell

2 explain how the four-field rotation system 
operated.

using historicAl sources As evidence

3 Compare the different methods of ploughing 
depicted in sources 4 and 5. explain two 
ways by which the use of the rotherham 
plough could have reduced costs for the 
farmer.

4 By comparing sources 1 and 6, explain 
how enclosure and the use of the four-
field system might have overcome the 
disadvantages of the three-field rotation 
system.

1.4.4 A business approach to farming
Before the eighteenth century, farming activity was mainly directed towards satisfying local food 
and clothing needs. Any produce left over could be sold or traded at markets, but this would 
entail only a small proportion of farming output. The great improvements of the agricultural 
revolution not only increased the amount of food available to the farmers and their workers, 
but provided increasing surpluses that could be sold to feed the growing urban population. 
The rural population grew very slowly, but the output per person employed in agriculture 
rose dramatically. Exporting grain to other countries also brought profits to farmers who were 
prepared to innovate and embrace new methods of production.

The agricultural revolution produced great improvements in the quantity and quality of both crops 
and livestock. In 1705 england exported 150 million kilograms of wheat, but by 1765 this had risen to 
1235 million kilograms. In 1710 sheep sold at market weighed an average 13 kilograms, while cattle 
weighed an average 167 kilograms. By 1795 this had risen to 36 kilograms for sheep and 360 kilograms 
for cattle.

source 8 Improvements in farming output 

1.4.4 Activities

check your understAnding

1 What do we mean when we refer to 
‘a business approach to farming’?

2 Identify how this approach differed from the 
subsistence approach that had operated 
previously.

using historicAl sources As evidence

3 examine source 8 and answer the 
following.
a By what percentage did wheat exports rise 

between 1705 and 1765? 
b How might we explain the increase in 

the weight of livestock sold for slaughter 
between 1710 and 1795?

1.4 putting it All together

AnAlysing cAuse And effect

1 explain why each of the following innovations 
could only have occurred after the enclosure 
of farms:
a the four-field crop rotation system
b selective breeding of animals.

2 The Industrial revolution relied on the 
availability of an urban workforce to work in 
factories. Identify and explain two ways in 
which the changes in agricultural methods 
supported the growth of such a workforce.
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14 Jacaranda History alive 9 victorian Curriculum

1.5 The growth of empire
1.5.1 The British East India Company
In the fifteenth century, European countries such as Portugal and Spain set out to explore the 
lands around the Atlantic Ocean to expand their trading links. This led to the establishment 
of trading posts on the western coast of Africa and the discovery of the Americas. In the 
early sixteenth century, Vasco da Gama found a sea route to India, and the Dutch, French 
and English soon joined in the race to establish colonies and trading posts in the newly 
discovered lands. As British maritime power grew during the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries, Britain began to lay the foundations of what was to become the most extensive of the 
European empires.

In December 1600, Queen Elizabeth I granted a charter to a group of merchants, giving 
them exclusive rights to control trade between England and all areas of Asia east of the 
Cape of Good Hope at the southern tip of Africa. This became the East India Company, 
and it sent ships to the Indian Ocean to establish trade links with India, and with other 
parts of eastern and south-eastern Asia. The company expanded its influence throughout the 
sixteenth century, establishing trading links in China, Japan and the Malay Peninsula. Its 
major area of influence was the Indian subcontinent, and it gradually came to control large 
areas of that subcontinent. The company employed its own private armies, and used them 
to conquer areas of India previously controlled by the French, Portuguese and Dutch. The 
company engaged in trade in silk, cotton, spices and tea, shipping these in large quantities 
back to Britain.

source 1 The officers of the British east India Company became very wealthy and powerful as they 
brought more and more of India under their control.

Deepen and check your understanding of the topic with the 
following resources and auto-marked questions:
british empire

trading post a 
store or settlement 
established by a 
foreign trader or trading 
company to obtain local 
products in exchange 
for supplies, clothing, 
other goods or cash

colony an area of 
land settled by people 
from another country. 
This can involve 
military conquest if 
the original inhabitants 
resist that settlement.

empire a number of 
different countries or 
colonies controlled 
by the government 
of one country
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1.5.1 Activities

check your understAnding

1 What special rights did the charter of 1600 grant to the east India Company?
2 How did the company gain control of large areas of the Indian subcontinent?
3 What were main goods the company traded to Britain?

using historicAl sources As evidence

4 What does source 1 tell us about the relationship between the officers of the east India 
company and the native Indians?

5 What evidence is there in source 1 of the great wealth of these officers?

1.5.2 The British in  
North America
The Spanish, Portuguese and French 
were quick to establish colonies in North 
and South America during the sixteenth 
century. The first successful British 
colony in North America was established 
in Virginia in 1607, and over the next 
hundred years, the British set up a 
string of colonies along the east coast 
of North America. The Caribbean was 
also a target of British colonisation, with 
islands such as Trinidad and Tobago, 
the Bahamas and Jamaica coming under 
British control. During this time, the 
French were also expanding into North 
America. They had established colonies 
in what is now Canada, and in 1681 
had sailed up the Mississippi River and 
claimed a huge area that they called 
Louisiana. This would bring the French 
into direct conflict with the British, 
as Louisiana was directly to the west 
of Britain’s thirteen coastal colonies, 
and would prevent the British from 
spreading inland.

1.5.2 Activities

check your understAnding

1 When and where was the first British settlement in north america?
2 Where were the main French colonies in north america?

using historicAl sources As evidence

3 explain how source 2 helps you to understand why Britain and France were likely to come into 
conflict in north america.

4 How many British colonies were there on the east coast of north america by 1756? name the 
three largest.

1.5.3 The Seven Years’ War (1756–63) and the American Revolution
In 1754 Britain and France both claimed control of the Ohio country, located to the west of 
Pennsylvania. The dispute soon led to skirmishes between British and French troops in this 
area, and in other parts of North America. France was successful in maintaining control of 
the Ohio country, but lacked the military power to attack the established British colonies. 

source 2 French and British settlements in north 
america before 1756
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To access videos, 
interactivities, discussion 
widgets, image galleries, 
weblinks and more, go to 
www.jacplus.com.au
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16 Jacaranda History alive 9 victorian Curriculum

Between 1756 and 1760 the British waged a campaign in the Canadian territories, eventually 
defeating the French, and taking control of eastern Canada. During this same period, French 
troops clashed with the private armies of the East India Company on the Indian subcontinent. 
The British side ultimately proved victorious and extended British influence over most of India. 
By the end of the Seven Years’ War in 1763, Britain controlled an extensive empire, spreading 
from North America, through parts of Africa, to India and East Asia.

In 1775 the British colonists in the coastal colonies of North America rebelled against 
British rule, and a war began which would see Britain lose control of those colonies. In 
1783 the Treaty of Paris was signed between Britain and the representatives of the former 
colonies, which subsequently became the modern-day United States of America. While 
this war saw the British lose their wealthiest colonies in America, their expansion in India 
and ongoing rule of Canada and many of the Caribbean islands still left Britain with 
an extensive empire by the end of the eighteenth century. In 1788 the British also took 
control of the eastern coast of modern-day Australia with the establishment of the colony of 
New South Wales.
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2000 6000
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0 4000

Source: Spatial Vision

source 3 The British empire in 1800

1.5.3 Activities

check your understAnding

1 What was the dispute that led to the outbreak of skirmishes between the French and British in 
north america in 1754?

2 Which additional territory did Britain gain in north america after 1763?
3 How did the British come to lose control of their original colonies on the east coast of north 

america?

using historicAl sources As evidence

4 examine source 3. Why would it have been important to control Cape Colony in southern africa 
at this time?
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1.5.4 The British Empire and the Industrial Revolution
Access to the empire was an essential factor in the industrialisation of Britain. Raw materials 
would be imported by ship and processed in British factories, and then the finished products 
exported, often to the same colonies that had provided the raw materials. By 1800, Britain had 
the beginnings of a worldwide empire, which provided valuable sources of raw materials to feed 
industrial growth. Initially the cotton industry was a major source of industrial growth, but 
British industry was soon able to process raw materials imported from almost every continent. In 
order to protect its trading routes, Britain also established the most powerful navy in the world, 
along with a very prosperous shipbuilding industry.

source 4 Main sources of raw materials from different parts of the British empire

British colony Raw materials provided

Canada Furs, timber, fish

Jamaica sugar, coffee

British Guiana sugar, tobacco

Gambia Cocoa

Bermuda salt, whale oil, baleen

India Cotton, tea, timber, sugar

Penang and Malacca spices, timber

Ceylon (now sri lanka) Tea, timber, cocoa

new south Wales Whale oil, baleen, wool

1.5.4 Activities

check your understAnding

1 Why was the development of an empire an 
important factor in the industrialisation of 
Britain?

2 Why was it important for Britain to have a 
powerful navy during the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries?

using historicAl sources As evidence

3 examine source 4. Which colonies were the 
major source of cotton and sugar for Britain?

4 The english are famous for their love of tea, 
but the tea plant is not grown in Britain. 
Identify which colonies supplied their tea.

5 source 4 refers to baleen as a raw material 
imported from the colonies. Find out what 
baleen is, and research its various uses 
during the nineteenth century.

1.5 putting it All together

identifying continuity And chAnge

1 Many of the raw materials imported from the 
colonies were not naturally grown in Britain, 
but their importation made significant changes 
to British life. Identify three such raw materials, 
and explain how they might have had an 
impact on the lives of ordinary British people.

2 at the beginning of the nineteenth century, 
most of africa had not yet been colonised by 
european powers; by the end of that century, 
most of africa was under the control of various 
european empires. From what you know so 
far about industrialisation and the importance 

of empire, suggest possible reasons for this 
huge change during that century.

AnAlysing cAuse And effect

3 Was the growth of the British empire in 
the seventeenth and eighteenth century an 
underlying or an immediate cause of the 
Industrial revolution? Give reasons for your 
answer.

4 The British empire continued to grow even 
more strongly during the nineteenth century. 
explain why the Industrial revolution may 
itself have been a cause of this further growth.
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1.6 entrepreneurs, banks 
and the middle class
1.6.1 Entrepreneurship and the middle class
Many of the innovations of the eighteenth century that fuelled the Industrial Revolution could 
not have occurred without a willingness of people to invest their savings in new enterprises, and a 
banking system able to channel that money into the most profitable of these businesses.

In medieval Europe, the most powerful class was that of the land-owning aristocracy, while the 
most numerous group was the peasant class, who worked the land. The middle class consisted 
of the tradesmen, craftsmen and merchants, most of whom lived in the towns. The sixteenth 
century in Britain saw an increase in trade and commerce, and a growth in the wealth of many of 
the middle class, including many who bought land from aristocrats and established farming on a 
commercial basis. Many of these middle-class businesspeople entered parliament and sought to 
have laws passed that would favour trade and commerce.

From 1642, the English Civil War broke out in Britain between the middle class 
parliamentarians and their supporters on the one side, and the king and the aristocracy on the 
other. King Charles I was deposed and executed in 1649, and parliament ruled without a king 
for 11 years. When the monarchy was restored in 1660, the new King Charles II had to negotiate 
with a much more powerful parliament. The victory in the civil war had given a powerful place to 
the middle class in Britain, and the English Parliament came to strongly represent the interests of 
the merchants, traders and others involved in running businesses.

Government support for business
Between 1650 and 1673 Parliament passed the Navigation Acts, which required all goods 
traded between Britain and its colonies to be carried in British ships. There was also stronger 
enforcement of the Statute of Monopolies of 1623, which protected the rights of inventors to 
profit from patents on their inventions. By the eighteenth century an environment that favoured 
entrepreneurship had developed in Britain.

Entrepreneurship
More and more people saw the advantages of investing in business opportunities. Developments 
in agriculture encouraged farmers to operate their farms as profit-making businesses. Innovations 
in the textile industry encouraged investment in larger and larger factories. The increasing demand 
for iron and coal made investment in larger scale mining a profitable activity. Much of the progress 
made during the Industrial Revolution was due to the availability of money through a well-organised 
banking system, and a willingness of entrepreneurs to invest that money in business ventures.

scottish philosopher adam smith 
recognised the value of having a 
government supportive of trade and 
commerce when he wrote in 1776:

To found a great empire for the 
sole purpose of raising up a 
people of customers may at first 
sight appear a project fit only 
for a nation of shopkeepers. It 
is, however, a project altogether 
unfit for a nation of shopkeepers; 
but extremely fit for a nation 
whose government is influenced 
by shopkeepers.

source 1 adam smith, 
The Wealth of Nations, 1776

source 2 adam smith, whose head appears on the British 
£20 note, believed that entrepreneurship was a significant 
factor in the creation of wealth.

To access videos, 
interactivities, discussion 
widgets, image galleries, 
weblinks and more, go to 
www.jacplus.com.au

entrepreneurship  
the act of being an 
entrepreneur

entrepreneur a 
person who organises 
a business venture, and 
assumes the financial 
risks associated 
with it, in the hope 
of making a profit
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1.6.1 Activities

check your understAnding

1 How did the middle class in Britain become 
so powerful by the beginning of the eighteenth 
century?

2 In what ways did the english Parliament 
support business interests during the late 
seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries?

3 explain what is meant by entrepreneurship.

using historicAl sources As evidence

4 From source 1, explain adam smith’s 
attitude to the role of the middle class in 
influencing government decisions.

5 examine source 2. What can you see 
depicted in front of adam smith’s face on 
this banknote? What does this tell us about 
the importance that many people place on 
adam smith’s ideas as an influence on the 
Industrial revolution?

1.6.2 The importance of banks
Today we are accustomed to banks as places where we deposit our savings and borrow money 
for a variety of personal and business purposes. A modern industrial economy could not survive 
without a banking system. In pre-industrial times, for example, production of textiles was a cottage 
industry and coalmining took place in shallow pits, so little expensive equipment was needed. The 
costs of building a factory and equipping it with machinery, or providing steam-driven pumps 
for a deep-pit coalmine were a very different matter. Anyone wishing to set up these types of 
businesses needed access to finance, so a well-organised banking system was essential.

Growth of the banking system
Modern banking as we now understand it dates from Renaissance Italy, and particularly the 
wealthy cities of Venice and Florence. The sixteenth and seventeenth centuries in England and 
Scotland saw the spread of banking practices that were the forerunners of today’s modern banks. 
Before 1546 in England, it was illegal to charge interest on money lent, but the law was changed 
after that date. This change provided an opportunity for profits to be made from lending money 
to merchants wishing to set up business ventures.

source 3 renaissance Italy was the birthplace of modern banking. This artwork from 
the fifteenth century shows an Italian banking house.
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Goldsmith bankers
Through the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, many of the activities we now associate 
with banks were carried out by goldsmiths. While their major activity involved working 
with gold and other precious metals, goldsmiths could also provide safe custody for money 
and other valuables. They also kept quantities of foreign currency that could be exchanged by 
merchants wishing to travel overseas. By the early eighteenth century, these goldsmith bankers 
had developed a well-organised network of private banks that were ready to lend money for 
worthwhile business enterprises.

source 4 The Bank of england, established in 1694, became the major source of lending for the 
government. This artwork was created in the nineteenth century.

1.6.2 Activities

check your understAnding

1 Why were cottage industries able to survive without access to a modern banking system?
2 explain the significance of the english law legalising the charging of interest on borrowed money.
3 What was the role of goldsmiths in the development of the banking system?

using historicAl sources As evidence

4 Compare and contrast sources 3 and 4. What does the image of the inside of the Bank of 
england in source 4 tell us about the importance of banking in england, when compared to the 
activities shown in source 3?

1.6 putting it All together

AnAlysing cAuse And effect

1 French leaders are believed to have used adam smith’s term ‘a nation of shopkeepers’ as an 
insult against the British. How might the qualities of a ‘nation of shopkeepers’ have contributed to 
the progress of the Industrial revolution?

2 How important was a successful banking system as an underlying cause of the Industrial 
revolution?

determining historicAl significAnce

3 adam smith is often described as the father of modern economics and of modern capitalism. 
using the internet and/or library resources, find out who adam smith was and what he did to 
earn these titles.

did you know?

The first banknotes 
were issued 
by goldsmiths 
as receipts for 
gold held in 
safekeeping. The 
Bank of England 
was established 
in 1694 to lend 
money to the 
government, and 
gained a virtual 
monopoly over 
the issuing of 
banknotes in 
England in 1708.

goldsmith a 
craftsman who works 
with gold and other 
precious metals
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1.7 The population explosion
1.7.1 Before the eighteenth century
The period of the agricultural and industrial revolutions saw rapid population growth throughout 
Great Britain, but particularly in England and Wales. Improved farming methods appear to 
have been one cause of the 
population explosion that 
occurred between 1750 
and 1850. The increase 
in population provided a 
ready workforce for newly 
industrialised factory 
production.

Population figures for 
most of Great Britain before 
the nineteenth century 
are estimates only, as the 
first official census was not 
held until 1801. The best 
information suggests that 
population levels had moved 
up and down dramatically 
between 1300 and 1700. 
From a high of close to 
6 million people in 1300, the 
influence of the Black Death 
and years of famine had seen 
the population depleted to 
around 2 million by 1500. 
During the sixteenth century 
the population appears 
to have doubled, but it 
grew more slowly during 
the first half of the 
seventeenth century, reaching 
only about 5 million by 1650. 
Disease epidemics such as the 
Great Plague of the 1660s had 
caused the population to level 
out during the second half of 
the seventeenth century and, 
by 1700, it remained at about 
5 million.

1.7.1 Activities

check your understAnding

1 In which years between 1300 and 1700 was the British population growing?
2 during which years of the same period was the population falling?
3 What was the estimated population of Britain in 1700?

using historicAl sources As evidence

4 explain the influence of the Black death or plague, as depicted in source 1, on the British 
population in the fourteenth century.

5 Why did the plague continue to have an influence on the population?

To access videos, 
interactivities, discussion 
widgets, image galleries, 
weblinks and more, go to 
www.jacplus.com.au

black death a deadly 
disease that ravaged 
Europe, killing between 
a quarter and a half 
of the population in 
the second half of the 
fourteenth century. 
It continued to occur 
periodically over the 
next 300 years.

famine a severe 
shortage of food, 
leading to starvation, 
usually due to crop 
failures over a sustained 
period of time

source 1 The Black death, which struck europe in the late 1340s, 
kept the population low in Britain for centuries, as shown in this 
seventeenth-century engraving.

did you know?

Bubonic plague, or 
the Black Death, 
was caused by 
bacteria carried 
by a flea that 
was a parasite 
of the black rat. 
Its eradication in 
England after the 
1660s is said to 
have occurred 
because of the 
arrival in England 
of the larger brown 
rat. Brown rats, 
which did not 
carry the disease-
causing flea, soon 
drove the black 
rats out of their 
habitat.
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1.7.2 Eighteenth-century population growth
The British population began to increase steadily again during the first half of the 
eighteenth century, reaching six million by the late 1750s. Eradication of the plague and 
improvements in medical science saw a fall in the death rate. By mid century the changes in 
agriculture had begun to have an impact, increasing the supply of good-quality food capable of 
feeding a larger population. Dietary deficiency diseases such as scurvy and rickets declined as 
food quality improved, leading also to a decline in the infant mortality rate.

The population explosion
The population really took off in Britain after 1760, doubling over the next sixty years, and 
doubling again in the following sixty years (see source 3). Agricultural improvements meant 
that good crops could be relied on every year, removing fears of periodic famine that had been 
common for centuries. Fresh meat was now available in winter; cheaper potatoes could be eaten 
all year round, and dairy produce such as butter and cheese was enjoyed more widely. In the 
latter part of the eighteenth century vaccination against diseases such as smallpox began to reduce 
deaths from infectious diseases. The widespread use of child labour in factories and mines in the 
late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries appears to have encouraged many families to have 
more children as a means of increasing family income.

source 2 edward Jenner pioneered vaccination against smallpox in 1796, as 
shown in this nineteenth-century artwork.

source 3 Population growth in 
england and Wales, 1761–1881

Year Population

1761 6  146  000

1781 7  042  000

1801 8  893  000

1821 12  000  000

1841 15  914  000

1861 20  066  000

1881 25  974  000

From J. Gardiner and n. Wenborn (eds), The History 
Today Companion to British History, london, 1995, 
p. 610

1.7.2 Activities

check your understAnding

1 explain how the changes in agricultural 
production methods contributed to 
population growth after 1700.

2 What medical advances contributed to 
population growth during this time?

3 How might the use of child labour in the 
early days of the Industrial revolution have 
encouraged families to have more children?

using historicAl sources As evidence

4 explain how we can tell that the medical 
procedure carried out in source 2 was still a 
relatively new development.

5 using the information in source 3, 
construct a graph depicting population 
growth in england and Wales between 1761 
and 1881. You may use a bar graph or a line 
graph; make sure your graph is to scale.

scurvy a disease 
caused by poor diet, 
especially a deficiency 
of vitamin C

rickets a softening of 
the bones, leading to 
deformity of the limbs, 
caused by a deficiency 
of calcium and vitamin D

infant mortality rate  
a means of measuring 
the percentage 
of babies who fail 
to survive their 
first birthday
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1.7.3 Impact of the population explosion
The Industrial Revolution saw small-scale domestic production superseded by factory production. 
The rapid growth in population provided a market for the products of these new factories, with 
cheap clothing readily available because of improvements in textile production. The growing 
demand provided incentives for the owners of factories to increase production and improve their 
methods. The population explosion also provided a workforce to work in these factories. While 
wages were not high (see topic 2), if all members of the family were employed, they could earn 
enough to provide for the basic essentials of food, clothing and shelter.

source 4 as seen in this artwork from 1840, all members of a family, including mothers 
and children, were often employed in english textile factories.

1.7.3 Activities

check your understAnding

1 How did the growth in population encourage factory owners to increase production?

using historicAl sources As evidence

2 What conclusions can you draw from source 4 about the conditions experienced by women 
and children working in factories?

3 Why was it necessary for whole families to be employed in this way?
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1.7 putting it All together

identifying continuity And chAnge

1 explain why it is fair to describe the population growth in Britain from the early eighteenth century 
to the late nineteenth century as unprecedented in all of British history.

AnAlysing cAuse And effect

2 It could be said that population growth in Britain before 1800 helped cause the Industrial 
revolution, while population growth after 1800 was an effect of the Industrial revolution. explain 
why you agree or disagree with this proposition, using what you have learned so far about 
industrialisation in Britain in this period.

To access videos, 
interactivities, discussion 
widgets, image galleries, 
weblinks and more, go to 
www.jacplus.com.au

1.8 Power: from horses, 
wind and water to steam
1.8.1 Horse power
The early years of the Industrial Revolution relied on traditional sources to provide power for 
agricultural use, for machinery in factories and for transport. With the development of a viable 
steam engine, steam power rapidly replaced horse, wind and water power.

The oldest form of power available to humans was their own physical muscle power. Horses, 
donkeys and oxen had been used as beasts of burden since ancient times, and were still commonly 
used in the eighteenth century. Long-distance travel was usually carried out on horseback or in a 
horse-drawn cart or carriage. Poor people who did not own a horse tended not to travel more than 
a day’s walk from their homes. Carts drawn by teams of oxen were used to transport goods over long 
distances, and teams of oxen had been used for centuries to plough the fields.

Horses in agriculture and mining
With the coming of the agricultural and industrial changes of the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries, there was a continuing reliance on horses as a source of power. For example, the horse-
powered threshing machine was used to separate grain from the stalks and husks of the wheat 
plant (see source 1). This machine was invented in 1784 by a Scotsman, Andrew Meikle. Small 
ponies, known as pit ponies, were used to haul carts full of coal in underground coalmines. Canal 
boats or barges used to move goods were hauled along by horses walking along tow-paths on the 
canal bank (see source 2).

source 1 andrew Meikle’s threshing machine, shown in this engraving from c. 1850, is an 
example of a horse-powered machine.
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source 2 Barges were towed along canals by horses as shown in this c. 1880 artwork.

1.8.1 Activities

check your understAnding

1 explain why horses and similar animals were 
very valuable in pre-industrial times.

2 Identify and explain two examples of the 
use of animals as a source of power that 
continued even after the agricultural and 
industrial changes of the eighteenth century.

using historicAl sources As evidence

3 explain how source 1 demonstrates 
the combination of new technology with 
traditional sources of power.

4 Identify the advantages that the towing of 
barges full of goods, as shown in source 2, 
has over the transportation of goods in a 
horse-drawn cart on land.

1.8.2 Water power
Water power had been used in England since ancient Roman times. A water wheel with blades or 
buckets around its rim would be driven by flowing water from a stream or river (see sources 3 
and 4). The power generated by the turning water wheel was used to mill grain into flour. 

source 3 a medieval flour mill with water wheel source 4 early cotton mills were built next to rivers to make 
use of the water flow for power.
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Early sawmills used water wheels to power large circular saws. Many of the first textile mills in 
England were powered by water, with the force of the water sufficient to drive machines in multi-
storey factory buildings.

1.8.2 Activities

check your understAnding

1 explain how water was traditionally used to provide power.

using historicAl sources As evidence

2 In source 3, where is the water coming from to drive the mill wheel? What method might be 
used to stop the wheel?

3 explain why the site shown in source 4 was chosen as a suitable location for a water-powered 
textile mill.

4 What does source 4 tell us about the limitations of water power as a means of driving factory 
machines?

1.8.3 Wind power
Like water power, wind power had 
been used in England for centuries. 
The wind had been used to drive 
ships since ancient times, and sailing 
ships were the standard form of sea 
transport for several hundred years 
until the mid-nineteenth century. 
Windmills were introduced to England 
in the twelfth century. They were used 
primarily for milling grain to make 
flour, and later to drive pumps to drain 
surplus water from marshlands.

1.8.3 Activities

check your understAnding

1 outline two uses of wind power in 
traditional pre-industrial society.

2 What is the major limitation of 
wind power?

using historicAl sources As 
evidence

3 explain why, while a windmill as 
in source 5 might have worked 
well for milling grain, wind power 
would have been unsuitable for 
driving machinery in a factory.

1.8.4 Steam power
One of the most significant advances 
of the Industrial Revolution was the 
development of steam power. While 
the potential of using steam to provide 
power had been known for centuries, 
the first practical steam engine 
was the ‘atmospheric engine’ developed by Thomas Newcomen in 1712 (see source 6). This 
machine used steam to drive a piston, which powered a large horizontal beam. The Newcomen 
atmospheric engine was used primarily to pump surplus water out of underground mines, 
particularly coalmines.

source 5 This sixteenth-century english windmill was 
used to mill grain into flour.
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Steam power in coalmines
The Newcomen engine was a huge step forward because it allowed underground coalmines to be 
sunk to greater depths. Removing excess water had always been one of the barriers to deep-pit 
mining, and so had restricted the amount and quality of coal 
that could be extracted (see subtopic 1.10). The coalmining 
industry really took off from the mid-eighteenth century. As 
the Industrial Revolution gathered pace, coal would prove to 
be a very important fuel.

James Watt’s steam engine
The next big step forward was James Watt’s steam engine, 
developed about 1769. Watt produced an engine that had 
a separate compartment for cooling the steam back to 
water, after it had been used to drive a piston. Instead of 
driving a large beam, Watt’s steam engine powered a large 
flywheel, so it could provide the same type of continuous 
power that had previously been possible only with a water 
wheel. This meant the steam engine sold by Watt and his 
partner, Matthew Boulton, could be used to power many 
different types of machinery (see source 7).

As we shall see later in this topic, the development 
of the steam engine was to be a pivotal event in the 
Industrial Revolution. Steam engines were able to 
power larger and larger machines, which in turn led 
to bigger factories (see source 8). Their successful use 
in coalmines saw coal replace wood as the major fuel 
source. Steam was to revolutionise both land and sea 
transport in the nineteenth century as railways and 
steam-driven ships came into use.

source 7 The Boulton and Watt steam engine drove a large wheel 
that could be used to power many different types of machines.

source 8 artwork of factories in the english city of 
Manchester, c.1840

Chain-beam lever

Pump
plunger

Counter-
weight

Heat

Boiler

Cylinder

Piston

source 6 The newcomen steam engine drove a large beam 
that worked a pump to remove water from underground 
mines.
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did you know?

James Watt developed the idea of ‘horsepower’ as a unit of measurement of power. His original calculations 
compared the power of a steam engine with the work done by horses in providing power to drive machines. 
The term is still used today to measure the output of many different types of engines. The ‘watt’, as a unit of 
energy, was named after him.

1.8.4 Activities 

check your understAnding

1 explain how the newcomen steam engine operated.
2 explain how the Boulton and Watt steam engine operated. 

using historicAl sources As evidence

3 Compare sources 6 and 7 and explain how Watt’s improvements to the steam engine would 
have increased the usefulness of steam as a source of power.

4 explain what source 8 tells us about the main form of power in Manchester, england, by the 
middle of the nineteenth century.

1.8 putting it All together

identifying continuity And chAnge

1 The early years of the Industrial revolution did not rely on new forms of power, but made innovative 
use of traditional forms of power. outline two examples where this was the case.

AnAlysing cAuse And effect

2 Many historians claim that the Industrial revolution did not really take off until steam power 
was widely used. Identify and explain three major contributions that steam power made to the 
Industrial revolution.

determining historicAl significAnce

3 newcomen’s steam engine is often compared unfavourably with that of Boulton and Watt. Given 
that the newcomen engine was developed over fifty years before Watt’s improvement, and 
considering its main use, why is it still considered a significant historical development?

1.9 Making textiles: from 
home to factory
1.9.1 The traditional textile industry
Historians generally agree that it was the textile industry, and particularly the cotton 
industry, that was the main driver of the Industrial Revolution. During the second half of the 
eighteenth century the production of cotton textiles changed from being a cottage industry to a 
factory-based enterprise.

Textile production had been an important part of the English economy for centuries, 
but the emphasis was mainly on woollen goods. Cotton cloth was produced only in small 
quantities, as English cotton producers could not compete in quality or price with imported 
cloth from India. Until the eighteenth century, textile production was a cottage industry, 
carried out by farmers and agricultural workers in their homes after normal working hours. 
Children would clean and prepare the raw fibres, women would spin the yarn, and men would 
weave the cloth. Raw wool was sourced from English sheep, while raw cotton came largely 
from America where it was grown by slaves (see topic 3), the West Indies and the eastern 
Mediterranean area. 

Raw fibre was delivered to villages by merchants, who later collected the finished products,  
and paid the villagers for their work. Traditional textile production is described in sources 1, 
2 and 3.

cottage industry  
small-scale 
manufacturing in 
which raw materials 
are processed in 
workers’ homes

To access videos, 
interactivities, discussion 
widgets, image galleries, 
weblinks and more, go to 
www.jacplus.com.au
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The thread could then be woven into cloth on a hand 
loom, by passing a shuttle carrying a thread (known 
as the weft) horizontally through fixed vertical threads 
(known as the warp).

carding the process 
of untangling and 
and straightening raw 
wool or cotton fibres

spinning the twisting 
of carded fibres into 
lengths of continuous 
thread or yarn

weft the horizontal 
movable thread that 
is woven through the 
warp to create cloth

warp the fixed 
threads used in the 
weaving process

The fibres were 
spun into thread 
using a spinning 
wheel.

source 1 Traditional textile production — step 1

source 2 Traditional textile production — step 2

source 3 Traditional textile production — step 3

In traditional textile production, the rough fibres were first manually 
carded, using two hand-held paddles to untangle and straighten 
the fibres.

1.9.1 Activities

check your understAnding

1 Why was the english textile industry 
traditionally based on wool rather than 
cotton?

2 Create a flow chart to outline the step-
by-step process by which textiles were 
produced. 

using historicAl sources As evidence

3 What is happening in source 1? Which 
members of the family would carry out this 
task?

4 What function is carried out by the machine 
depicted in source 2?

5 In source 3, describe which part of the 
machine is the weft, and which part is the warp.

1.9.2 Innovation in the textile industry
Early innovations in the textile industry applied to both cotton and woollen production, 
but the period after the 1750s saw a greater demand for cotton products. This was due to an 
increased foreign market for cotton goods, particularly in Europe, and increases in population 
and domestic incomes. With the domestic-based industry no longer able to meet this demand, 
inventors began to develop spinning and weaving machines to improve both the quantity and 
quality of cloth produced.
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Spinners and weavers
Traditionally, one weaver required three or four spinners to provide enough yarn for his loom. After 
John Kay’s flying shuttle (see source 4 below), patented in 1733, made weaving more efficient, 
it required the output of as many as a dozen spinners to supply the necessary yarn for one weaver. 
As the flying shuttle came to be used more widely during and after the 1750s, it became clear that 
a more efficient method of spinning was needed. The development of the spinning jenny in the 
1760s responded to this need (see source 5 below). Early models were able to spin eight spindles 
of yarn simultaneously, and later models were able to hold more than 100 spindles at one time.

The move to factory production
The new spinning and weaving machines had outgrown the cottages of spinners and weavers. 
Larger buildings were needed to house them, and textile production began to be moved into 
specialised factories, known as cotton mills. By the 1780s all stages of textile manufacture were 
becoming centralised in mills, particularly in the growing towns of Lancashire in northern 
England. sources 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 show the progress made in the textile industry over 50 years.

source 6 Innovation in the textile 
industry — 1769

James arkwright patented the water 
frame, a spinning machine powered 
by running water. similar machines 
were later powered by steam.

source 7 Innovation in the textile industry — 1779

samuel Crompton invented the spinning mule, which improved 
the spinning process to produce better quality thread.

source 5 Innovation in the textile industry — 1764

James Hargreaves developed the spinning jenny, which could 
spin multiple threads simultaneously.

source 4 Innovation in the textile 
industry — 1733

John Kay invented the flying shuttle, 
which allowed weaving to be 
performed more quickly.

did you know?

The first large textile 
factories in England 
were located in and 
around the city of 
Manchester. The 
term manchester is 
still used today to 
describe household 
cotton-based items 
such as tablecloths, 
bedding and 
towels.

To access videos, 
interactivities, discussion 
widgets, image galleries, 
weblinks and more, go to 
www.jacplus.com.au
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source 8 Innovation in the textile industry — 1780s

Textile production began to be centralised in factories. Initially they were built close to rivers to draw on 
water power, but eventually this became unnecessary as steam power was adopted.

edmund Cartwright developed the power loom, shown in this artwork from c. 1844, which mechanised 
the weaving process.

1.9.2 Activities

check your understAnding

1 explain two factors that led to an increased 
demand for cotton products by the 1750s.

2 Why did it become necessary to move away 
from cottage textile production to factory 
production?

using historicAl sources As evidence

3 explain why the invention of the flying shuttle 
shown in source 4 made it necessary 

for a machine such as the spinning jenny 
(source 5) to be invented.

4 explain the significance of machines such 
as those shown in sources 6 and 7 in the 
move away from cottage industry.

5 The power loom in source 8 was originally 
powered by water, and later by steam. 
examine the source and explain how either 
source of power drove the loom.

1.9 putting it All together

identifying continuity And chAnge

1 It is often said that ‘necessity is the mother 
of invention’. describe the ways in which 
each of the new inventions in the eighteenth-
century textile industry was a response to 
necessity.

AnAlysing cAuse And effect

2 Most historians agree that the Industrial 
revolution in Britain began with the textile 
industry. explain whether you think the 
developments in this industry were an 

underlying or an immediate cause of the 
Industrial revolution.

determining historicAl significAnce

3 Imagine you were a farm worker earning 
extra money by spinning or weaving in your 
cottage.
a What effect would the change to factory 

production have on your way of life?
b Why would you have regarded this as a 

significant change? 
c explain your likely reaction to this change.
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1.10 Coal and iron
1.10.1 Coalmining
The progress of the Industrial Revolution was assisted by the increased use of coal, a more 
efficient fuel than wood and charcoal. Also, improvements in the production of iron and steel 
resulted in metals that were stronger and cheaper to produce, and could be applied to a wider 
variety of uses.

Coal is a much more efficient fuel than wood; that is, a given weight of coal will burn for 
longer and provide greater heat than a similar weight of wood. Britain had a very rich supply 
of coal, but traditional coalmining practice allowed only the extraction of coal from shallow 
bell pits (see source 1). This meant that coal was not widely available and was therefore more 
expensive than wood. Deep-pit mining could not be pursued because of the amount of water 
that would flood the shafts. Pumping out surplus water from mines with the use of steam-driven 
pumps (see subtopic 1.8) made coal more readily available and cheaper to mine. This coal could 
be used as fuel for the steam engines that would come into more widespread use as the Industrial 
Revolution progressed.

source 1 Coalmining was traditionally carried out in shallow bell pits.

1.10.1 Activities

check your understAnding

1 Why was coal a preferable fuel to the burning 
of wood?

2 How did deep-pit mining become possible 
during the eighteenth century?

using historicAl sources As evidence

3 describe how coal was extracted from the 
bell pits depicted in source 1.

4 explain how this method of mining limited the 
use of coal before the eighteenth century.

1.10.2 Developments in iron production
Methods of producing iron had been known throughout Europe since ancient times. To produce 
iron that could be used for tools, weapons and other implements, iron ore extracted from 
the ground had to have various impurities removed. This was achieved by a process known as 
smelting, in which heat was applied to the ore in a blast furnace. For centuries the source of 
heat for English blast furnaces had been charcoal, obtained by the heating and partial burning of 
wood. The product of the blast furnaces was known as pig iron.

bell pit a traditional 
form of coal-mining 
in which a shaft is 
dug down to a seam 
of coal and then 
excavated outwards, 
with the coal raised 
to the surface using a 
winch and buckets

blast furnace a 
type of furnace into 
which air is forced to 
raise the temperature 
sufficiently to carry out 
the smelting of iron ore

pig iron the initial 
product resulting from 
the smelting of iron 
ore in a blast furnace 
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Burning coke in blast furnaces
The growth in coal production meant that coal became more widely available for use in the 
smelting process, but impurities in the coal tended to contaminate the iron, compromising 
its quality. During the seventeenth century methods of burning out the impurities in coal to 
produce coke were improved. In 1709 Abraham Darby developed a blast furnace that burned 
coke to produce iron of a superior quality. The use of coke also allowed the construction of larger 
blast furnaces capable of producing greater quantities of pig iron.

source 2 The Iron Bridge in shropshire, england, built by the grandson of abraham darby, is an 
example of late eighteenth-century iron construction.

Henry Cort and ‘puddling’
While pig iron had many uses, it could be brittle because of the presence of carbon. In 
1783 Henry Cort developed a method of reducing the carbon content of pig iron through 
a process known as ‘puddling’. This resulted in a product that was stronger and could 
be bent, rolled or cast into many different shapes. High-quality iron could now be used 
for making machinery, boilers for steam-driven engines, and a huge variety of tools and 
implements, as well as bridges and the framework for buildings.

As iron production methods improved, quantities increased, and large-scale production 
made good-quality iron cheaper. By 1850 Britain was producing more than seventy times as 
much iron as it had in 1760 (see source 3).

1.10.2 Activities

check your understAnding

1 What process was employed to remove impurities from iron ore extracted from the ground?
2 What had been used as the traditional source of heat for english blast furnaces?
3 What was the name of the product that came from the blast furnace?
4 Identify the problem that abraham darby was able to solve, and explain his solution.
5 In what way did Henry Cort improve the production of iron?

using historicAl sources As evidence

6 The Iron Bridge shown in source 2 was opened in the 1780s. explain why such a 
bridge would not have been practical before this time.

7 Present the information in source 3 as a line graph. Make sure you keep it to scale.

coke a type of fuel 
produced by using heat 
to remove impurities 
such as coal gas 
and tar from coal

did you know?

Pig iron was so 
called because 
of the method of 
casting molten 
iron from blast 
furnaces into 
moulds. These 
moulds were laid 
in a row in a bed of 
sand, and fed the 
molten iron from a 
common channel. 
The process was 
said to resemble 
a litter of piglets 
being fed by a 
mother sow, and 
so the iron at this 
stage was called 
‘pig iron’.

source 3 British pig iron 
production, 1760–1850

Year Tons

1760    30  000

1785    50  000

1796   125  000

1806   244  000

1823   455  000

1830   677  000

1840  1  400  000

1850  2  200  000

Source: P. riden, ‘The output of the 
British iron industry before 1870’, in 
Economic History Review, 2nd series, 
pp. 443, 448, 455Unc
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1.10 putting it All together

identifying continuity And chAnge

1 Would it have been possible to increase the 
quantities and improve the quality of iron 
products if coal mining techniques had not 
also improved at around the same time? Give 
reasons for your answer.

AnAlysing cAuse And effect

2 Would you describe the improvements in coal 
mining practices in the eighteenth century 

as an immediate or underlying cause of the 
Industrial revolution?

3 Would you describe the developments 
in production of higher-quality iron in the 
eighteenth century as an immediate or 
underlying cause of the Industrial revolution?

determining historicAl significAnce

4 In what ways do you think the figures in 
source 3 suggest that a revolutionary change 
occurred in Britain between 1760 and 1850?

To access videos, 
interactivities, discussion 
widgets, image galleries, 
weblinks and more, go to 
www.jacplus.com.au

1.11 Canals, roads, railways  
and shipping
1.11.1 The importance of transport
As new technologies were transforming agriculture, the textile industry and mining, 
the Industrial Revolution also brought great changes in the field of transport. Rapid 

improvements in methods of transport 
greatly increased the availability of the 
raw materials needed to feed the new 
factories. They also allowed the rapid 
distribution of finished products to larger 
numbers of customers.

In pre-industrial times, most goods 
were produced in small quantities by 
local producers to suit local needs. 
Industrialisation often meant that 
production moved away from local 
supplies and local markets. If a factory 
relied on water power, it had to be 
located next to a fast-flowing river. If it 
relied on steam power, proximity to coal 
and water supplies would be necessary. 
Factories were not producing just for 
the local market. They needed reliable 
means for transporting large quantities of 
raw materials to the factory and finished 
products away from the factory.

1.11.1 Activities

check your understAnding

1 Why were reliable methods of transport more 
important to the process of industrialisation 
than they had been in pre-industrial society?

using historicAl sources As evidence

2 What is being produced at the factory 
depicted in source 1?

3 describe the methods of transport available 
to this factory.

1.11.2 Canals
Transportation of goods by water had always been important in the island nation of Britain. With 
a large number of navigable rivers, coastal and river shipping had been widely used for centuries. 
Most roads were still no more than muddy tracks, and horse-drawn carts could carry only small loads 

source 1 a factory needed access to efficient means of transport to bring in 
raw materials and send out finished products.
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without getting bogged. Much larger loads could be transported on boats and barges, so rivers and 
canals were one answer to transporting the products of industrialisation. The first major canals of the 
Industrial Revolution were built to transport coal from the Lancashire coalfields to newly developing 
industrial cities. The Sankey Canal, built to carry coal to the city of Liverpool, was opened in 1757. 
The Bridgewater Canal, opened in 1761, carried coal to the growing city of Manchester. Alongside 
each canal was a towpath on which the horse towing a barge would walk (see subtopic 1.8). One 
horse could tow a barge carrying ten times the weight that could be loaded onto a cart.

‘Canal mania’
The canals were privately owned, so those who built them were able to charge a fee to anyone 
wishing to transport goods on them. This meant they paid for themselves within a few years, and 
were soon making a profit for their owners. Even with the fees paid to canal owners, transporting 
coal by canal was considerably cheaper than transporting by road. In a few years the price of coal 
in cities like Liverpool and Manchester had halved, making steam power even more economical. 
The financial success of the Sankey and Bridgewater canals inspired many others to invest in 
canal building, and the next fifty years saw a period of ‘canal mania’. Between the 1760s and 
1815 more than three thousand kilometres of canals were built across England to carry raw 
materials to factories and finished products away to markets.

source 3 Canals became the major method of transporting goods to and from 
factories.

source 2 The duke of Bridgewater, 
shown in this c. 1754 artwork, financed the 
building of a canal to transport coal from 
his mine to the city of Manchester.

1.11.2 Activities

check your understAnding

1 What was the purpose of the first canals built in Britain?
2 Why was the use of a barge towed by a horse on a canal more economical than a loaded cart 

pulled by a horse?
3 Why was the period between the 1760s and 1815 known as the period of ‘canal mania’?

using historicAl sources As evidence

4 Why would source 2, the portrait of the duke of Bridgewater, have been painted with the 
particular background depicted?

5 explain the likely location of the scene shown in source 3. What is the function of the building 
on the right side of the painting? Give reasons for your answer.
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1.11.3 Roads
Before the eighteenth century, every man in a village was expected to provide his labour free of 
charge for a certain number of days each year to maintain local roads. Major roads between large 
towns and cities received little maintenance and were often in a very poor state of repair. In the 
late seventeenth century, local magistrates were given the power to charge tolls on the use of main 
roads to provide funds for maintenance.

Turnpike trusts
From 1707 onwards groups of nominated trustees were given the power to collect these tolls 
and supervise road maintenance. These toll roads were known as turnpikes, and the groups of 
trustees called turnpike trusts. By the 1750s most of the main roads leading to London had 
been converted to turnpikes. By the 1830s more than 30 000 kilometres of turnpikes connected 
most of the major cities in England, Wales and Scotland. The quality of roads between major 
cities improved dramatically during this time, although the less important roads remained in 
a poor state. Eventually the railways took business away from the turnpikes, rendering them 
unprofitable, and road maintenance became the responsibility of local councils.

source 4 Main roads were often in a poor state of repair, as 
shown in this artwork from c. 1824.

RATE OF TOLL TO BE TAKEN AT THIS GATE
For every Horse or other Beast drawing any Coach, Chariot, 
Berlin, landau, landaulet, Barouche, Chaise, Phaeton,  
vis-a-vis, Calash, Curricle, Car, Chair, Gig, Hearse, Caravan, 
litter, or any such like Carriage — 6 d [pence]

For every Horse or other Beast except asses drawing any 
Waggon, Wain, Cart, or other such like Carriage — 4 d.

For every ass drawing any Cart, Carriage, or other vehicle — 2 d

For every Horse or Mule, laden or unladen, and not  
drawing — 1½ d

For every ass, laden or unladen, and not drawing — 1 d

EXEMPTION FROM TOLLS
Horses or Carriages attending her Majesty, or any of the royal 
Family, or returning therefrom; Horses or Carriages employed 
for the repairs of any Turnpike roads, Highways or Bridges; 
Horses or Carriages employed in conveying Manure (save 
lime) for improving lands …

source 5 extracts from the toll sign at aberystwith 
Turnpike in Wales

1.11.3 Activities

check your understAnding

1 Who was responsible for the maintenance of local roads before the eighteenth century?
2 Why did main roads between larger towns and cities so often fall into a state of disrepair?
3 What were turnpike trusts and how were they able to improve road transport?

using historicAl sources As evidence

4 What message was the artist who produced source 4 attempting to convey?
5 examine source 5. Give three examples of groups of people who were exempt from tolls on the 

aberystwyth turnpike in Wales.

1.11.4 Railways
One of the biggest advances in transport came with the growth of the railways. This development 
came as a result of applying steam engines to tramway systems. In coal and iron ore mines, 
horses were used to draw wagons out of the mines along tracks. By the beginning of the 
nineteenth century steam technology had developed sufficiently for experiments to begin in the 

trustees a group 
appointed to manage 
property on behalf 
of another person 
or organisation

turnpike a type 
of toll road

turnpike trusts  
organisations 
established by 
parliament with the 
power to collect tolls 
on particular roads, 
and use the money to 
pay for maintenance 
of those roads
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use of steam to drive moving vehicles. The first locomotives were used to haul trucks loaded with 
coal from mines. These inspired an engineer, George Stephenson, to promote the use of steam 
locomotives to haul a wide variety of goods, as well as passengers.

source 6 steam locomotives were first used to haul trucks from 
coalmines, as shown in this nineteenth-century artwork.

The first successful railways
The first public railway was opened in north-east England in 1825. Designed to carry coal from 
mines near Darlington to the port of Stockton, it employed George Stephenson’s ‘Locomotion 
No. 1’ locomotive. Before long, the owners expanded its activities to provide a passenger service 
with a regular timetable.

In the meantime, Stephenson and his son Robert were contracted to build a railway line between 
Manchester, the largest textile producing city, and Liverpool, a major port almost 60 kilometres 
away. The line, opened in 1830, was constructed as a double track to allow trains to travel in both 
directions. It was designed to bring imported raw materials to Manchester and to return completed 
goods to Liverpool for export. Stephenson’s latest locomotive, the ‘Rocket’, was used to haul both 
goods and passengers between the two cities. The line was a huge financial success and became the 
model for a succession of railways that were soon constructed throughout Britain.

source 7 stephenson’s Locomotion No.1 is now on display 
at the darlington railway Museum.

source 8 stephenson’s Rocket, shown in this 1894 
illustration, was first used on the very successful Manchester 
to liverpool line.

did you know?

The first successful 
locomotive was 
known as Puffing 
Billy. Built in 1813, 
it was used to haul 
coal from the mines 
to a nearby port in 
Northumberland, in 
north-east England. 
Today it is located in 
the British National 
Science Museum 
in London. Its name 
was the inspiration 
for the steam train 
that today travels 
between Belgrave 
and Gembrook in 
the Dandenong 
Ranges east of 
Melbourne.
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The railways expand
The growing demand for fast, efficient transport for both raw materials and the products of 
industrialisation led to a rapid expansion in railway construction. The following 20 years saw 
huge growth in the rail network. By 1852 there were more than 10 000 kilometres of track in 
Britain. Lines extended from London to the coast of Wales and north to Glasgow and Edinburgh 
in Scotland. The industrialised north and Midlands of England were serviced by extensive rail 
networks, transporting both passengers and a huge variety of goods.

source 9 The march of progress! In the 1830s, a railway bridge was built over the original sankey 
Canal. This artwork was published in 1831.

1.11.4 Activities

check your understAnding

1 What was the purpose of the first locomotives built in Britain?
2 When was the first railway built in Britain, and what was its purpose?
3 What specific features did the railway line between Manchester and liverpool have that made it a 

model for other railways?
4 How did the construction of railways revolutionise transport in Britain between 1830 and 1852?

using historicAl sources As evidence

5 What does source 8 tell us about the possible future use of rail transport in the period after 
1830, when compared with sources 6 and 7?

6 explain why it is appropriate to label source 9 ‘the march of progress’.

1.11.5 Developments in shipping
Until the late eighteenth century, all ships were built of timber and powered by sail. The Industrial 
Revolution brought two major changes to shipping. Advances in the processing of iron led to the 
development of iron hulls for ships. The strength this gave the hull allowed the building of larger 
ships able to carry more cargo. The second change was the application of steam power to shipping.

The age of the clippers
Despite the development of steam power, square-rigged sailing ships continued to be widely 
used until the 1870s. Built for speed, these ships were said to travel at a ‘good clip’ (or speed), 
and were therefore known as clippers. They generally had iron hulls, were able to compete with 
steam-driven ships because they were much faster than the early steamships and did not need to 
use valuable cargo space for carrying coal for fuel. Clippers were used extensively from the 1840s 
until the 1870s for trade between Britain and her colonies.

To access videos, 
interactivities, discussion 
widgets, image galleries, 
weblinks and more, go to 
www.jacplus.com.au

did you know?

The owners and 
crews of clipper 
ships were very 
proud of the 
speeds their ships 
could achieve 
and regularly set 
out to break new 
records. The fastest 
time recorded for 
a clipper to sail 
from Plymouth in 
England to Sydney, 
NSW, a distance 
of 22 130 km, 
was recorded by 
the Cutty Sark, 
which completed 
the journey in 72 
days. The ships of 
the First Fleet took 
around 250 days to 
complete the same 
voyage in 1787–88.
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source 10 Clippers such as the Cutty Sark, shown in this twentieth-
century artwork, could transport goods more quickly than many 
steamships of the time.

Steam power
The first steam-driven ships were paddle steamers, either with one large rear-mounted paddle, or 
with paddles mounted on either side of the hull. While these proved effective for travel in rivers 
and for coastal use, paddle-driven ships were not really suitable for ocean travel. It was not until 
the development of the screw propeller in the 1840s that large ocean-going steam ships began to 
dominate sea travel, both for freight and passenger travel.

1.11.5 Activities

check your understAnding

1 Identify the two main changes to shipping that resulted 
from the Industrial revolution.

2 Why were paddle steamers not appropriate for 
international trade? Which development ultimately 
allowed steamships to take over international shipping?

using historicAl sources As evidence

3 What does source 10 tell us about the two main 
advantages of clipper ships as a form of transport for 
goods to and from Britain?

1.11 putting it All together

identifying continuity And chAnge

1 draw up a timeline that shows the developments in road, 
canal, rail and shipping transport in Britain between 1700 
and 1860. For each point on the timeline, explain why you 
think it was a major step forward.

AnAlysing cAuse And effect

2 Were improvements in transport during the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries an immediate or underlying cause of 
the Industrial revolution? Justify your conclusion.

3 Canals and railways were initially privately owned and 
designed to make a profit for their owners. explain why a 
factory owner might be prepared to pay these additional 
transport costs.

determining historicAl significAnce

4 While initially designed to carry goods, railways soon 
began carrying passengers, and were able to do so at a 
relatively cheap fare. What impact might this have had on 
ordinary people and their families?
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1.12 Industrial innovation 
spreads to the world
1.12.1 Industrialisation in Europe
As the first country to experience industrialisation, Britain led the world in factory production 
and the mechanisation of transport and agriculture. 

By 1850 Britain had become the most dominant industrial power in the world. It produced 
more than half the world’s textile products, 80 per cent of its coal and close to half of its 
iron. Other countries turned to British engineers to build their railways and imported British 
machinery to set up their own factories. British steam engines were the biggest and most 
powerful and were exported to all parts of the world.

With the end of the Napoleonic Wars in Europe in 1815, Britain and the continent of Europe 
were once more free to exchange ideas and trade. The new industrial methods that had been 
pioneered in Britain were quickly taken up in other countries.

France
In France the first railways were begun in 1832. While these were financed by French 
entrepreneurs and banks, virtually all railway construction was carried out under the supervision 
of British engineers. Imported British locomotives were used until the 1850s, when French 
industry began to produce its own. Industrialisation progressed slowly during the nineteenth 
century in France, where agriculture remained the dominant economic activity.

Germany
Germany did not become a unified country until 1871. Industrialisation occurred initially in 
Prussia, the most powerful of the independent German states. With access to the rich coal and 
iron ore deposits of the Rhineland, the Prussians quickly established a thriving iron and steel 
industry. The first German railways were built in 1835 but, by 1850, the German states had 
built almost half as much railway track as in Britain, and twice as much as in France. After 
unification in 1871 Germany quickly expanded its industrial production; by the beginning of 
the twentieth century it was producing more steel than Britain.

source 1 Coloured lithograph, created in 1856, showing German iron smelting. 
Germany was to become europe’s largest iron and steel producer by 1900.

To access videos, 
interactivities, discussion 
widgets, image galleries, 
weblinks and more, go to 
www.jacplus.com.au

napoleonic wars a 
series of wars between 
the French Empire, led 
by Napoleon Bonaparte, 
and a number of other 
European nations 
between 1803 and 1815.
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1.12.1 Activities

check your understAnding

1 In what ways was Britain the dominant industrial power in the world in 1850?
2 How did the end of the napoleonic Wars in 1815 contribute to the spread of industrialisation into 

europe?
3 describe the key features of the spread of the Industrial revolution into France.
4 In what way was Germany able to overtake Britain in the industrialisation process by the 

beginning of the twentieth century?

using historicAl sources As evidence

5 source 1 shows a German iron foundry in 1856. What factors enabled Germany to rapidly 
expand its iron and steel production in the second half of the nineteenth century?

1.12.2 The United States is industrialised
The Industrial Revolution also 
spread quickly to North America. 
Following their independence from 
Britain in 1783, the Americans 
set about developing their own 
industries, with innovations of 
their own. In 1794 Eli Whitney 
developed the cotton gin, a machine 
for separating the seeds from raw 
cotton. Samuel Slater introduced 
the technology for water-powered 
textile production in 1793. The 
application of steam power to 
boats was pioneered by American 
inventors such as Robert Fulton 
in the early nineteenth century. 
Samuel Morse developed the 
telegraph in the 1840s, and 
Alexander Graham Bell was the 
first to patent a workable telephone 
in 1876. Both inventions were to 
revolutionise communications. 
As in Europe, the Americans were 
also quick to develop iron and steel 
industries, and to push through 
a network of railways during the 
nineteenth century.

Deepen and check your understanding of the topic with the 
following resources and auto-marked questions:
industrial revolution

1.12.2 Activities

check your understAnding

1 Give two examples of innovations 
contributing to industrialisation that were 
pioneered in the us.

2 How were american inventors able to 
contribute to the eventual development of 
worldwide communications networks?

using historicAl sources As evidence

3 Identify another form of technology that 
source 2 tells us was in common usage by 
the end of the nineteenth century.

did you know?

By 1900 the 
United States had 
overtaken Britain as 
the world’s leading 
industrial power. 
By this time the 
industrial output of 
the US was almost 
seven times what it 
had been in 1870. 
Large American 
corporations run 
by entrepreneurs 
such as Cornelius 
Vanderbilt, Andrew 
Carnegie and John 
D. Rockefeller were 
by then among the 
most prosperous in 
the world.

source 2 alexander Graham Bell was the first to patent a 
workable telephone. In this photograph, he is making the first 
call from new York to Chicago in 1892.
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1.12.3 Japan industrialises
From the early seventeenth century until 1868, Japan had largely turned its back on the 
outside world. However, in 1868, the newly installed Meiji Emperor decided that Japan 
should look to the west to modernise, and so began a series of reforms. He built up the navy 
and sent Japanese ships all around the world to trade. A modern communications system 
was set up, and railways were constructed to connect all of the major cities and towns. An 
education system was set up based on modern western knowledge and practices, and Japanese 
students travelled the world to learn of the latest technological developments. Japan learned 
from Britain about the significance of a successful textile industry, and quickly overturned 
the traditional home-based industry into modern factory production. By the beginning of 
the twentieth century, Japanese textiles were competing successfully on world markets. The 
Japanese also learned of the importance of importing raw materials and exporting finished 
products, and they established a successful iron and steel industry based largely on imported 
iron ore and coal.

source 3 Industrialisation was a key part of Japanese modernisation in the late nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries.

Japanese industrial growth 1875–1913

Year
Coal production  
(metric tonnes)

Railway distances 
(kilometres)

Rolled steel production 
(metric tonnes)

1875      600  000        30

1885      120  000      750

1895   5  000  000   3500

1901 10  000  000   5800     5 000

1905 13  000  000   7850   65 000

1911 19  000  000 10  500 184 000

1913 21  300  000 11  850 219 500

adapted from http://www.sjsu.edu/faculty/watkins/meiji.htm and The Cambridge History of Japan, volume 6 at p. 430

1.12.3 Activities

check your understAnding

1 outline two aspects of industrialisation that the Japanese were able to learn from the established 
industrial powers.

2 Why did Japan concentrate so heavily on education in its modernisation program?

using historicAl sources As evidence

3 Calculate the percentage growth between 1875 and 1913 of: 
a Japanese coal production
b Japanese railway distances.

4 Japanese steel production only commenced in 1901. Construct a line graph demonstrating the 
growth in production between 1901 and 1913.

1.12 putting it All together

determining historicAl significAnce

1 Based on the experiences of europe, the usa and Japan, identify three factors that you believe 
are necessary for a pre-industrial society to make the transition to an industrial society in a 
relatively short period of time.
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1.13 skillBuilder: Identifying 
continuity and change

Identifying and evaluating continuity and change in the Industrial Revolution

The period of the Industrial revolution brought more rapid change than had ever occurred previously 
anywhere in the world. It is important to be able to identify turning points that caused change, and to 
be able to describe the speed, rate and extent of the change by examining the significance of events, 
ideas, people and groups.

Go to your learnON course 
to access:
• an explanation of the skill 

(Tell me)
• a step-by-step process to 

develop the skill, with an 
example (show me)

• an activity to allow you to 
practise the skill (let me 
do it)

• Questions to test your 
application of the skill 
(applying skills)

1.14 review
This final subtopic provides a range of opportunities  
for you to review and respond through:
i revising and checking your historical knowledge
ii demonstrating your ability to apply historical concepts 

and skills.

Go to your learnON course to access:
• a key chronology of events relevant to the topic
• a summary of the key knowledge presented in 

the topic
• a ‘Big Questions’ activity
• a multiple choice topic test
• short answer or extended writing responses

interactivity 
industrial revolution: 
technology timeline
Use this interactivity to 
create a visual timeline 
of key technological 
events in the Industrial 
Revolution between 
1750 and 1914
int-2962
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1.13 SkillBuilder: Identifying 
continuity and change
1.13.1 Tell me
The importance of identifying continuity and change
We study history to help us understand the world around us and the society we live in. Our 
society never stands still, and change is all around us. Nevertheless, many elements of society 
have remained constant for long periods of time. By recognising those elements, and comparing 
them with those things undergoing rapid change, we can begin to understand the significance of 
those changes. For example, as we have seen in this topic, farming practices in Britain at the start 
of the eighteenth century had changed very little in over 600 years. This is an example of long-
term continuity. During the eighteenth century, farming practices were revolutionised so that in 
less than 100 years there had been a complete change. It is the speed of that change that makes it 
so significant. The period of the Industrial Revolution brought more rapid change than had ever 
occurred previously anywhere in the world. It is important to be able to identify turning points 
that caused the change and to be able to describe the speed, rate and extent of the change, by 
examining the significance of events, ideas, people and groups.

1.13.2 Show me
How to identify continuity and change
We learn to identify periods of continuity and periods of change by examining a variety of 
historical sources. Contemporary writers and artists often record rapid change happening 
around them. Statistics from the period in question can often inform us of dramatic or 
significant change. Look back at the statistical tables in subtopics 1.6 and 1.9. In each case 
the figures demonstrate periods of significant change through the Industrial Revolution. They 
contrast with statistics from previous centuries that indicate very little change over long periods 
of time.

Examining an example: the growth of the railways
One dramatic change that occurred during the period of the Industrial Revolution was the 
development of the railways. In 1825 and 1830, the first railway lines were experiments in 
attempting to use steam power to transport goods and people. Within 50 years, railway lines 
criss-crossed all of Britain, and rail travel had become a major form of transport.

Consider the following question:
‘To what extent did the development of the railways bring significant change to the way of life 

of people in Britain?’
We can begin to answer this question by examining the following historical sources.

source 1 Transport capability

Method of 
transport

Tonnage 
carried

Distance travelled 
in a day

Horse-drawn 
cart

2 tonnes 30 kilometres

Railways 40 tonnes 300 kilometres

source 2 Journey times from London (in hours)

Destination By horse-drawn 
carriage (1836)

By train (1850)

Edinburgh 43 12

Liverpool 24 7

Exeter 18 5

Birmingham 11 3

Brighton 6 1.5Unc
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source 4 Number of passengers carried

Year Total 
population

Total number of passengers 
carried

1845 18 million     30 million

1900 32 million 1100 million

source 3 Total British railway length (in kilometres)

Year Total length

1840 3000

1845 4000

1850 10 000

1860 14 000

1880 25 000

1900 30 000

It is quite unnecessary to describe the Tenway 
Junction, as everybody knows it. From this spot, 
some six or seven miles distant from London, 
lines diverge east, west, and north, north-east, 
and north-west, round the metropolis in every 
direction, and with direct communication with 
every other line in and out of London. It is a 
marvellous place, quite unintelligible to the 
uninitiated, and yet daily used by thousands 
who only know that when they get there, they 
are to do what some-one tells them. The space 
occupied by the convergent rails seems to be 
sufficient for a large farm. And these rails always 
run one into another with sloping points, and 
cross passages, and mysterious meandering 
sidings, till it seems to the thoughtful stranger 
to be impossible that the best trained engine 
should know its own line.
Trollope, Anthony. The Prime Minister. [1876]

source 5 A description of a major railway 
junction on the outskirts of London in 1876

What conclusions can we draw from these sources in response to the above question? Look first 
at source 1.

What change occurred? These figures show us that one train hauling a number of goods 
wagons could carry 20 times the weight of goods as a horse drawn cart, and could cover 10 times 
the distance in a day.

What was the impact of the change? This ultimately meant that both raw materials for 
factory production, as well as finished goods, could be transported more cheaply, because of the 
greater volumes and speed. It also meant that fresh food could be transported to the growing 
cities and still be fresh when it arrived, as the journey would not take much more than a day.

Conclusion: Access to cheaper goods and a greater variety of food would have brought 
significant change to the way of life of people in Britain.

source 2 allows us to draw similar conclusions about the level of changes to people’s way 
of life.

What change occurred? Before the nineteenth century, most people did not travel far from 
their hometown or village. The railway allowed people to travel more easily and quickly.

What was the impact of the change? With the ability to travel to other towns and cities in 
around a quarter to a third of the time, people could become more mobile and travel greater 
distances, to find work or for other purposes.

sources 3 and 4 help us draw similar conclusions.
What change occurred? By the middle of the nineteenth century, most of Britain was 

accessible by rail with all major cities connected to each other. This rail network continued to 
expand, so that by the end of the century there was hardly anywhere in Britain that was more 
than a few kilometres from a railway line or a station.

What was the impact of the change? In 1845 the railways carried 30 million passengers, with 
a total population of 18 million – the equivalent of 1.6 rail journeys per head of population for 
the year. By 1900 this had grown to the equivalent of 34 rail journeys per head of population.

Conclusion: This level of usage is a clear indication of a major change in the way of life of the 
British people in little over half a century.

Anthony Trollope’s description in source 5 carries some additional implications.
What change occurred? Trollope was born in 1815, so was 60 years old when he wrote these 

words. He had grown up in the era before the railways, and had lived through the period of its 
greatest expansion.
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What was the impact of the change? His description of the junction as a ‘marvellous place’ 
and ‘quite unintelligible to the uninitiated’ is an indication of his amazement at the rail system 
and the way it had grown so rapidly. Most people of his age would have had similar feelings 
about this new technology.

Conclusion: This extract 
also tells us how sophisticated 
the system had become by 
1876, with large rail junctions 
controlling dozens of trains 
going in all directions across the 
country.

Each of these sources tell us 
of a revolutionary rail transport 
system that not only captured 
the imagination of people in 
Britain (and ultimately around 
the world), but brought major 
changes to people’s way of life. 
So efficient and effective was rail 
transport that it is still a highly 
favoured means of transport 
today. The change that occurred 
rapidly in the nineteenth century 
remains as a continuity affecting 
us in the early twenty-first 
century.

1.13.3 Let me do it
Using the example above as a 
model, and sources 6, 7 and 8, 
consider the following question:

‘Explain the relationship 
between the following significant 
changes that occurred in Britain 
during the nineteenth century:
• improvements in coal mining
• the use of steam power
• the growth of the textile 

industry
• rapid increases in the 

population of particular cities.’
Consider the following questions 
in your answer:

What change occurred?
What was the impact of the 

change?
What conclusions can you 

draw about the individual 
change?

What conclusion can you draw 
about all the changes looked at 
together?
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source 6 A map of Britain showing the location of major coalfields
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source 7 Number of cotton mills in Great Britain, 1787 and 1835

County 1787

1835

Operating Empty People employed

Berkshire 2 — — —

Cheshire 8 109   7 31  512

Cumberland — 13 — 1  658

Derbyshire 22 93   3 11  585

Durham — 1 — 33

Lancashire 41 683 32 122  415

Leicestershire — 6 — 592

Middlesex — 7 — 350

Nottinghamshire 17 20 — 1  723

Staffordshire — 13 — 2  048

Westmorland 5 — — —

Yorkshire 11 126 — 11  211

Source: From R. Burn, Statistics of the Cotton Trade (1847), p. 26; in A. Aspinall and E. Anthony Smith (eds), English Historical Documents, XI, 
1783–1832, Oxford University Press, New York, 1959, p. 512.

source 8 Population growth in major English cities 1750–1861

Town/city 1750 (estimated) 1801 1861

London 675 000 959 000 2 804 000

Bristol 45 000 64 000 154 100

Birmingham 24 000 74 000 296 000

Liverpool 22 000 80 000 443 900

Manchester 18 000 90 000 338 300

Leeds 16 000 53 000 207 200

Sheffield 12 000 31 000 185 200

Source: British census figures

1.13 APPLYING sKILLs

IdeNtIfYING coNtINuItY ANd chANGe

Based on what you have learned in this SkillBuilder:
1 Outline two changes caused by improvements in coal mining.
2 How did the development of steam power affect the location of textile factories?
3 What general conclusions about the changes in population patterns can you draw from the 

sources in this SkillBuilder?
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1.14 Review
1.14.1 Review
Chronology: timeline of technology and progress in the Industrial Revolution

1880

1680

1700

1720

1740

1760

1780

1800

1820

1840

1860

CE

CE

1694
The Bank of England is established.

1700 onwards 
Improvements in agricultural technology contribute to the 

agricultural revolution.

1707
The �rst turnpike trusts are established.

1757
The Sankey Canal is opened.

1813
The �rst working steam locomotive, known as
Puf�ng Billy, is built.

1830
Stephenson’s Rocket hauls the �rst train on the Manchester 
to Liverpool railway line.

1876
Alexander Graham Bell patents the �rst telephone.

1709
Abraham Darby develops a blast furnace capable of 
producing high-quality iron.

1730s–1780s
The invention of new and larger spinning and weaving 

machines shifts textile industry into factories.
1761
The Bridgewater Canal is opened.

1825
The �rst English public steam railway (from Stockton to 

Darlington) is opened.

1763
Victory in the Seven Years’ War gives Britain increased trade 
access to colonies in India and North America.

1769
James Watt invents a steam engine capable of providing 
continuous power.

1783
Henry Cort’s ‘puddling’ process further improves the quality 
of iron products.

1842
Samuel Morse develops the single wire telegraph.

1785
The Boulton and Watt steam engine is �rst used in a

textiles factory.

1801
The �rst of�cial population census is held in Britain.

1830s
Railway building begins in France and Germany.

1851
The Great Exhibition is held in London.

1712
Thomas Newcomen develops the ‘atmospheric engine’, the 

�rst practical steam engine.

Interactivity 
Industrial Revolution: 
Technology timeline
Use this interactivity to 
create a visual timeline 
of key technological 
events in the Industrial 
Revolution between 
1750 and 1914
int-2962
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Key knowledge: summary
1.2 Examining the evidence
• The term ‘Industrial Revolution’ was coined to describe the rapid changes that had occurred in 

Britain from the late eighteenth through the nineteenth century.
• New inventions that contributed to changes were usually patented, so we have details of these 

inventions and the years they were introduced.
• Contemporary writers and artists depicted the developments they saw around them during the 

changes brought by the Industrial Revolution.
• Census figures can provide us with details of population growth, as well as the locations of 

increased population.
1.3 Causes of the Industrial Revolution
• Technological developments were a major contributing factor to the growth of industrialisation 

in Britain during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
• Changes in agriculture became an underlying cause of the Industrial Revolution, by 

contributing to population growth.
• Easy access to raw materials also contributed to the development of industrialisation in Britain.
• A wealthy middle class willing to invest in new production methods was another contributing 

factor.
• The development of transport systems assisted the movement of raw materials and finished 

products.
• The growth of empire provided a source of raw materials, as well as markets for the sale of 

finished products from British factories.
1.4 The agricultural revolution
• British agriculture had used the traditional open-field system, which had a number of 

disadvantages.
• Enclosure of farming land consolidated open fields into large farms, changing farming 

methods.
• New techniques in seed planting, ploughing and crop rotation improved the efficiency of 

farming and increased crop yields.
• Improved stock breeding methods also improved the quality of farm animals.
• The introduction of a business approach to farming provided farmers with the opportunity to 

sell surplus produce for a profit.
1.5 The growth of empire
• The British East India Company began trading with a number of Asian regions in the early 

seventeenth century, and eventually brought most of India under British control.
• The thirteen North American colonies and colonial possessions in the West Indies had become 

important parts of the British Empire by the middle of the eighteenth century.
• The Seven Years’ War provided Britain with further opportunities to expand empire in both 

North America and India.
• The American Revolution eventually saw Britain lose the 13 colonies, but retain control of 

Canada.
• The empire became an important source of raw materials to fuel the Industrial Revolution in 

Britain.
1.6 Entrepreneurs, banks and the middle class
• The seventeenth century saw the rise of a powerful middle class in Britain, with strong 

commercial interests.
• The growth of the banking system provided middle-class merchants and factory owners with a 

source of finance to invest in new industrial processes.
• The British government strongly supported the growing commercial middle class, passing laws 

that favoured trade and commerce.
• The middle class developed strong entrepreneurial attitudes which made them willing to 

embrace new methods of production.
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1.7 The population explosion
• Prior to the eighteenth century, the British population had been kept fairly stable because of 

regular reappearances of the plague, as well as recurring famines.
• Improvements in medical science and the eradication of the plague saw a steady increase in the 

British population during the first half of the eighteenth century.
• Improvements in farming led to a more regular food supply, which contributed to a 

population explosion from the mid-eighteenth century onwards.
• The rapid rise in population provided a market for new cheap industrial goods, as well as a 

workforce for the new factories.
1.8 Power: from horses, wind and water to steam
• Horses had been a traditional source of power in medieval Europe, both for personal transport 

and the haulage of goods.
• Horse power was used for agricultural machinery and to haul barges along newly constructed 

canals.
• Water power had traditionally been used for milling of grain, and it became the first power 

source for newly built factories.
• Wind power was another traditional source of power in Britain.
• Steam power proved to be a great advance for both mining and manufacturing by providing a 

reliable means of driving machinery.
1.9 Making textiles: from home to factory
• Until the eighteenth century, textile manufacturing had been carried out in the homes of farm 

workers.
• During the eighteenth century, larger and more efficient spinning and weaving machines were 

developed and needed factories to house them.
1.10 Coal and iron
• Coalmining had traditionally taken place in bell pits, but these could not be made very deep 

because they would soon flood with water.
• The introduction of steam-driven pumps to pump out the surplus water allowed for larger, 

deeper coalmines, and a consequent increase in coal production.
• The use of coke in blast furnaces resulted in the improvement in quality of the iron produced.
• New techniques such as ‘puddling’ produced a stronger, more flexible form of iron, leading to 

an increased variety of uses.
1.11 Canals, roads, railways and shipping
• Large factories needed reliable transportation to bring raw materials, and to distribute the 

goods produced to the marketplace.
• The building of canals to supplement river and coastal transport provided quick and efficient 

movement of goods.
• The establishment of turnpike trusts in the latter part of the eighteenth century saw 

improvements to the maintenance of roads.
• The use of steam to drive locomotives revolutionised transport in Britain after 1830.
1.12 Industrial innovation spreads to the world
• With the end of the Napoleonic Wars, countries in Europe became more interested in 

adopting many of the industrial techniques pioneered in Britain.
• France and Germany began to industrialise during the 1820s, and began building their own 

railways during the 1830s.
• The United States had begun to industrialise soon after its break from Britain in the early 

1780s, and American inventions were to revolutionise communications during the nineteenth 
century.

• Following the Meiji restoration, Japan looked to the west and soon adopted industrialisation as 
a means of modernising its economy.Unc
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Key knowledge: multiple-choice topic test
Choose the letter that best answers the question.
1. The two key technological advances that allowed industrialisation to take off in Britain in the 

latter part of the eighteenth century were
a. the spinning jenny and the power loom.
b. steel ploughs and sheep breeding.
c. textile machines and steam power.
d. railways and clipper ships.

2. How did an expanding empire contribute to the Industrial Revolution in Britain?
a. It allowed the British navy to become more powerful.
b. It provided a source of raw materials.
c. It allowed the introduction of new technology.
d. It made the British Empire the most powerful in the world.

3. The major disadvantages of the traditional three-field rotation system were that
a. it left peasant farmers poorer than they had been before.
b. it allowed the cattle to get in and eat the turnips.
c. it was very time consuming to harvest crops from the fallow field.
d. weeds and animal diseases could spread easily.

4. Joseph Foljambe was famous for developing
a. the Rotherham plough.
b. changes to crop rotation methods.
c. improved stock breeding methods.
d. a more business-like approach to farming.

5. The charter of 1600 granted the East India Company the right to
a. exclusive trade between England and the North American colonies.
b. exclusive trade between England and Asia.
c. exclusive trade between England and all its colonies.
d. exclusive trade between England and the Dutch East Indies.

6. The changes in agricultural production methods contributed to population growth after 
1700 because
a. they allowed larger families to work on the land.
b. they lowered the price of meat and vegetables.
c. the open-field system produced better quality food.
d. the food supply became more reliable.

7. The Boulton and Watt steam engine was an improvement on previous models because
a. it could provide continuous power.
b. it could pump water out of coalmines.
c. it used a piston to drive a large beam.
d. it was the first type of power used in textile factories.

8. It became necessary to move away from cottage textile production to factory production 
because
a. farm workers were no longer willing to do the weaving work in their cottages.
b. farm workers were no longer willing to spin the thread in their cottages.
c. cottages did not have access to steam power.
d. new spinning and weaving machines were too big.

9. Abraham Darby was able to improve the quality of iron by
a. using a blast furnace for the first time.
b. burning coke in his blast furnace.
c. introducing the production of pig iron.
d. using charcoal to heat the blast furnace.

10. Reliable methods of transport were more important to the process of industrialisation than 
they had been in pre-industrial society because
a. workers needed transport to be able to get to the factory to work.
b. factories were built close to the ports so they could import raw materials.
c. factories were not built near markets for their goods, but rather near sources of power.
d. factories were built close to local suppliers.
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11. A barge towed by a horse on a canal was more economical than a loaded cart pulled by a 
horse because
a. the paths beside the canals were in much better conditions than most of the roads.
b. a horse could tow a barge carrying ten times the weight that could be loaded on to a cart.
c. the horse towing the barge didn’t need anyone to control it as it walked along the canal.
d. eighteenth-century carts were of poor quality, so the load would often fall off.

12. Turnpike trusts had the responsibility of
a. collecting tolls and maintaining roads.
b. supervising the building of new railways.
c. keeping canals clean and free from rubbish.
d. improving access to ports for large ships.

13. Which of the following was a feature of the railway line between Manchester and Liverpool, 
opened in 1830, that made it a model for other railways?
a. It took goods to Manchester, and brought back raw materials to Liverpool.
b. It carried more coal than other railways.
c. It had a double track.
d. It was the first to carry passengers.

14. The development which ultimately allowed steamships to take over international shipping 
from sailing ships was
a. the use of steam-driven paddles on either side of the ship.
b. the introduction of steel hulls to sailing ships, making them too heavy and slow.
c. the improvement in clipper ships.
d. the screw propeller.

15. Which of the following was an innovation that was pioneered in the US?
a. The use of steam to drive ships
b. The flying shuttle
c. The use of steam engines in coalmining
d. Water-powered cotton harvesting

1.14.2 Respond
Using historical sources as evidence

SouRce 1 Pittsburgh in the US became a major centre for steel production in the nineteenth century.
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Great
Britain US Germany France Russia Italy Canada Belgium Sweden Japan India

Other 
countries

1870 31.8 23.3 13.2 10.3 3.7 2.4 1.0 2.9 0.4 11.0

1913 14.0 35.8 15.7 6.4 5.5 2.7 2.3 2.1 1.0 1.2 1.1 12.2

Source: From Fordham University Internet Modern History Sourcebook, www.fordham.edu/halsall/mod/indrevtabs1.html.

SouRce 2 Distribution of the world's manufacturing production, 1870 and 1913 (as a percentage of 
world total)

1. Examine SouRce 2. Great Britain’s share of world manufacturing production dropped from 
31.8 per cent to 14 per cent between 1870 and 1913. Does this mean that Britain was 
producing less in 1913 than in 1870? Explain your answer.

2. Identify the country that increased its manufacturing output by the greatest amount in the 
period covered by this table.

3. What is the total percentage of manufacturing production that can be clearly identified as 
occurring in Europe and North America?

4. In the late nineteenth century one Asian country set out to change from a rural to an 
industrialised society. Identify that country from SouRce 2, and explain how you came to 
this conclusion.

5. The city of Pittsburgh (see SouRce 1) became a major centre for American steel production 
in the nineteenth century. Identify three features that Pittsburgh and its surrounding area 
must have had to become a successful steel-producing centre.

Analysing cause and effect

SouRce 1 Enclosures in Britain

Years Area subject to enclosure (hectares)

1727–1760   30 000

1761–1792 194 000

1793–1815 405 000

Source: From P. Deane, The First Industrial Revolution, Cambridge, 
1967, p. 43.

SouRce 2 British wheat exports

Year Wheat exports (kilograms)

1705     150 million

1765 1235 million

Source: From The Open Door Web Site, 
www.saburchill.com/history/chapters/IR/003f.html.

SouRce 3 Improvements in livestock

Year Average weight of sheep sold at 
market (kilograms)

Average weight of cattle sold at 
market (kilograms)

1710 13 167

1795 36 360

Source: From The Open Door Web Site, www.saburchill.com/history/chapters/IR/005.html.

SouRce 4 British population growth

Year Population

1761   6 146 000

1801   8 893 000

1821 12 000 000

Source: From J. Gardiner and N. Wenborn (eds), The History 
Today Companion to British History, London, 1995, p. 610.
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1. Examine SouRce 1.
a. What were enclosures?
b. How did they change who had control over farming land?
c. What sort of changes in farming practices could have been introduced as a result of these 

enclosures?
2. Examine SouRce 2 and SouRce 3.

a. What do you think was the cause of this increase in wheat exports?
b. How would you explain the improvement in body weights of animals sold for meat 

production?
3. Examine SouRce 4.

a. Explain a possible causal relationship between the data contained in SouRceS 2 and 3, 
and the data contained in SouRce 4.

b. Using the data contained in all four sources, prepare an answer to the following question: 
‘In what ways did the enclosure of farmland in Britain during the eighteenth century 
contribute to a dramatic increase in the population?’

Responding to the big questions
At the beginning of this topic several big questions were posed. You can now apply what you have 
learned to answer them.
1. Why did the agricultural revolution, wealthy middle class, cheap labour, transport system, 

and expanding empire cause the Industrial Revolution in Britain?
2. How important was the British Empire, and the raw materials it provided, in influencing the 

growth of industrialisation?
3. What were the major changes in technology that accompanied the Industrial Revolution and 

led to the growth of factories and cities?
4. What innovations did Britain develop that later spread to other parts of the world, such as 

Europe, USA and Japan?
5. What was the role of the Industrial Revolution in creating a growing need for labour and 

transportation?
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